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INTRODUCTION
The Scientific Observation Hole (SOH) project was initiated by the State ofHawaii
through a contract with the Research Corporation of the University ofHawaii. It was a series of
three deep cored holes, one in the middle east rift zone (MERZ) and two in the lower east rift
zone (LERZ) ofKilauea volcano. The original core log sheets and drill core from all the SOH
holes are now archived at the University ofHawaii at Manoa.
Scientific Observation Hole #2 (SOH#2) was spudded-in on February 3, 1991 and
completed to a total depth of2,075 m (6,802 ft) on May 29, 1991. The hole was located at an
elevation of85.4 m (280 ft) in the Kapoho area ofthe LERZ (Figure 1).
LITHOLOGIC SUMMARY
Due to difficult drilling, conditions and cost overruns encountered in SOH#I, it was
decided to rotary drill SOH#2 to a depth of582 m (1,909 ft). The hole was then core drilled to
623 m (2,044 ft) where rapidly deteriorating drilling conditions forced a return to rotary drilling.
Core drilling was again attempted at 849 m (2,785 ft) and suspended at 863 m (2,830 ft). Coring
was finally resumed at 1,253 m (4,108 ft) and continued uninterrupted to the end of the hole at
2,075 m (6,802 ft).
During rotary drilling cuttings were recovered from 119 m (390 ft) to 134 m (441 ft) and
from 311 m (1,019 ft) to 515 m (1,689 ft). Cuttings from both these intervals contain unaltered
basalts with hematite-stained vesicles, thermally altered basalts, and large amounts oforange
cinder. These features indicate that the cuttings originated as subaerial lava flows and airborne
near-vent deposits.
When core drilling commenced at 582 m (1,909 ft), the first unit encountered was a
submarine pillow basalt. The change from subaerial deposits at 515 m (1,689 ft) to submarine
pillow lavas at 582 m (1,909 ft) places the subaerial/submarine interface somewhere in this -60
m (200 ft) interVal. Pillow lavas and hyaloclastites alternate from 582 m (1,909 ft) to a depth of
607 m (1,990 ft). Below 607 m (1,990 ft), pillow lavas with 10% plagioclase phenocrysts, some
altered black in color, continue to a depth of623 m (2,044 ft), where their extremely fractured,
unconsolidated ~ondition forced a return to rotary drilling. No dikes were recorded in this section
ofcore.
When core drilling resumed at 849 m (2,785 ft), pillow lavas encountered were
nonvesicular with 5-7% olivine phenocrysts and 2% plagioclase phenocrysts altered black in
color. The basaltic groundmass is patchily altered to smectite clay. This lithology continues until
core drilling was again suspended at 863 m (2,830 ft). No dikes were recorded in this section of
core.
Rotary cuttings were again obtained from 1,132 m (3,711 ft) to 1,252 m (4,104 ft). These
are very fine-grained, gray-green clays with the exception ofan interval between 1,225 m (4,018
ft) and 1,234 m (4,045 ft) where unaltered basalt predominates. This change in lithology probably
represents the intrusion of a dike into hydrothermally altered hyaloclastites.
At 1,255 m (4,114 ft) core drilling was resumed. The units encountered are vesicular
pillow lavas altered to smectite to a depth of 1,267 m (4,155 ft). Below this, an extremely thick
hyaloclastite deposit altered to smectite reaches a depth of 1,333 m (4,370 ft). Beyond this depth










Figure 1: Site location map for Scientific Observation Holes.
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hyaloclastites do not occur as massive units but fill the interstices between individual pillows and
fonn thin units at the borders ofpillow lava fonnations.
The pillow lavas themselves fonn at least seven distinct units 60 m (200 ft) to 90 m (300
ft) thick. These units are distinguishable from each other by differences in olivine and plagioclase
phenocryst percentages and differences in the volume ofvesiculation. The pillows within these
units range in diameter from a few centimeters to 10 m (30 ft), with an average diameter of0.5 m
(1.6 ft).
All ofthese pillow units are sparsely phyric with 1-5% olivine and/or plagioclase
phenocrysts. Exceptions are a small pillow lava unit encountered between 1,507 m (4,941 ft) and
1,530 m (5,081 ft), which has 15% plagioclase phenocrysts, and a large picritic pillow lava unit
encountered at 1,935 m (6,343 ft) which continues to the bottom ofthe hole. This unit contains
up to 30% olivine phenocrysts, fairly unaltered, in a groundmass completely altered to smectite.
Hydrothennal alteration of the basaltic pillow groundmass to smectite is most intense as an
aureole around large dikes, but is present where no dikes were recorded in the core.
Vesiculation in the pillow lavas varies between 30% by volume and 1 rom in diameter in a
unit at 1,611 m (5,282 ft) to 1,648 m (5,405 ft) depth, to completely nonvesicular. One unit
encountered from 1,763 m (5,780 ft) to 1,843 m (6,043 ft) depth contains vesiculation packages
which are 15% by volume and 1 rom diameter in the top third of the pillows, nonvesicular in the
middle third, and contain pipe vesicles 2-3 rom in diameter and 1-2 cm long in the bottom third.
Ninety-eight dikes were recorded in SOH#2 cores between 1,253 m (4,108 ft) and the
bottom ofthe hole at 2,075 m (6,802 ft) (Figure 2). All are sparsely phyric except the largest,
which extends from 1,433 m (4,700 ft) to 1,489 m (4,882 ft) with a dip of 55° from a horizontal
drawn across the core, making it 32 m (104 ft) thick in cross section. This dike contains up to
30% plagioclase phenocrysts near its margins and grades to holocrystalline gabbro at its core.
Large dikes in the submarine portion of SOH#2 cores are planar bodies, but small dikelets intrude
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Figure 2. Percent ofcore composed ofdike material averaged per 100 feet.
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Secondary hydrothermal mineralization in SOH#2 is predominantly fracture fill with some
accumulation in vesicles and vugs. Hematite first appears at 359 m (1,177 ft) as a vesicle stain
and is continuous to 512 m (1,679 ft). Calcite appears at 383 m (1,255 ft) and is common to the
bottom ofthe hole. Gypsum appears at 386 m (1,265 ft) and anhydrite at 1,255 m (4,018 ft);
both are common to 1,954 m (6,408 ft). From 1,347 m (4,416 ft) to 1,400 m (4,591 ft), massive
gypsum and/or anhydrite occasionally fonns the matrix for pillow breccias. A blue clay stain,
ubiquitous in shallower portions of the other SOH holes, is found from 500 m (1,639 ft) to 623 m
(2,042 ft). Pyrite first appears at 591 m (1,937 ft) but is not common until 1,210 m (3,968 ft) and
is ubiquitous from this depth to the bottom ofthe hole. Smectite starts at 623 m (2,042 ft) and
coats nearly every fracture below this depth. From 1,201 m (3,938 ft) to 1,249 m (4,094 ft),
orange iron oxide agglomerations, which appear to be altered olivine phenocrysts, are common in
drill cuttings. White fibrous zeolites become common below 1,263 m(4,142 ft), and analcime first
occurs at 1,295 m (4,247 ft). Euhedral quartz crystals appear at 1,243 m (4,075 ft) and are
common to the bottom ofthe hole. Epidote makes rare appearances below 1,820 m (5,969 ft)
and pyrrhotite below 1,975 m (6,475 ft).
Rock Quality Designation (RQD), which is a percentage measure ofrock competency
detennined by the total length ofcore segments over 10 cm long in the box divided by the total
length ofcore in the box, is uniformly high in the cored portion of the hole from 1,253 m (4,108
ft) to 2,075 m (6,802 ft). It falls below 50% in only five intervals; from 1,250 m (4,100 ft) to
1,281 m (4,200 ft), from 1,464 m (4,800 ft) to 1,525 m (5,000 ft), from 1,616 m (5,300 ft) to
1677 m (5,500 ft), from 1,952 m (6,400 ft) to 1,982 m (6,500 ft), and from 2,013 m to (6,600 ft)
to 2,075 m (6,800 ft) (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. RQD averaged per 100 feet.
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A temperature survey was made on the SOH#2 hole on June 6, 1991, eight days after the
completion ofdrilling. The depth interval from 61 m to 1,815 m (200 to 5,950 ft) was logged by
USGS wire line, and the interval from 1,830 m to 2,068 m (6,000 to 6,781 ft) by Pruett wire line.
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Figure 4. SOH#2 temperature survey June 6, 1991.
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CHIP AND CORE CATALOG KEY
This document presents data from the original chip log and core log sheets, and
temperature surveys in the hole in graphic format. Its purpose is to serve as a catalog and
reference to the drill chips and core.
Chip recovery in the rotary drilled upper section ofthe hole averaged only 28%. However,
core recovery in the continuously cored section of the hole below 4,108 feet averaged 99.18%.
Figure 5 is a sample chip log. The first two columns on the left are depth in feet and the
number ofthe bag containing chips from this depth interval. The third column presents data from
the temperature survey run on June 6, 1991. The next column notes the presence ofmatrix and
secondary hydrothermal alteration minerals in the chip bag by a diagonally hatched bar. The fifth
column presents the percentages ofchips ofvarious lithologies in the bag. The sixth column is a
symbolic representation of the morphology ofthe dominant unit in the bag interpreted from the
lithologies of the chips. The last column is a short description ofthis unit. For example, a bag
which contained 85% aphanitic basalt chips with 2-3% olivine phenocrysts and 15% red cinder
would be represented symbolically by the subaerial flow symbol and would be described in the last
column as an aphanitic, sparsely phyric subaerial flow.
Figure 6 is a sample core log. The first two columns on the left are depth in feet and the
number of the box containing core from this depth interval. The third column presents data from
the same temperature survey discussed above. The next column notes the presence ofmatrix and
secondary hydrothermal alteration minerals in the core box by a diagonally hatched bar. The fifth
column, RQD, notes the percentage ofcore segments over 10 cm long in the core box. The sixth
column is a symbolic representation of the morphology of the dominant unit in the box. The last
column, which has been condensed from the text of the original core logs, is a description of the
morphology and lithology ofall the units present in the box.· It starts with the numbers of the
units as they occur in downward sequence through the box, then gives the morphological name of
the unit or units, the percentage ofvesicles present by volume and their diameter, the type of
phenocrysts present and their percentages by volume, a textural description of the units, their
thickness in centimeters and, if the unit is a dike, its contact angle with the previous unit in
degrees from horizontal. Hydrothermal alteration minerals listed in upper case letters are keyed
to the graphic format of the fourth column, those in lower case letters do not appear in the fourth
column. Minerals preceded by "XRD:" are identified by x-ray di:ffiaction at the University of
Hawaii at Manoa.
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~a~o( LITHOLOGY KEYSUBAERIAL FLO~: Subaerially erupted 00,D9d?a pahoehoe, or transitional lavas.
Pa~a00
~C£<oQ(
//" f/" /\ LITHOLOGY KEYASH: Subaerially erupted pyroclastic deposit,
/\/\/\/\/\ commonly oxidized to a rea color.
/\/\/\/\/\
/\/\/\/\/\
I~ LITHOLOGY KEYPILLO~ LAVA: Subaqueously erupted lov~
~
vesicular or ovesiculor. Radial jointing
and chi I I rinds common.
VVVVV LITHOLOGY KEYVOLCANICLASTICS: Subaqueously eru~te~ clastic.






DIKE: Intrus ive, usuollyavesicular, chi II rinds
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.Figure 5. Sample chip log.
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Oe:scription:s
VOLCANICLASTICS: Subaqueously erupted, cloetic.
in thie catalogue refere epecificolly ta fine
grained volcanics.
HYALOCLASTITE: Subaqueauely erupte~ clo6ti~
cons!ste of pilloH lava shards and brecciated gl
matrix.
DIKE: Intrueiv~ ueually aveeicula~ chi II rinde
common, contacts other units ot a high angle.
Lithology
l~~~~ PILLO~ LAVA: Suboqueau:sly erupted lav~ vesiculo
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Figure 6. Sample core log.
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l,\C1)~( 1) SUBAERIAL rLO~ <1% 01 ivine phenocryst6 ondrPoOo microphenocry6ts, «1X plogioclase phenocry6t6,
IPo~6(
in a I i~ht grahbro~n reldspathic matrix. 21
°o~6(
Dike, bock ap anitic motrix with gla66.
~~8~2
Scientific Observation Hole


































~ ~ ~t~'g-Temperature ... Klc.... Q,). - Q,)
Depth ICel:siu:s1 't:!:~''E-t L.£
en 0 0 cOG) 0 I --c 0 0'-
feet ~ t- ~ t:3 ~ J5~~8J§ocEe5~
300 .----r---,.-.,..--.-----, .------------.300
Descriptions
1) SUBAERIAL fLOW, 2-3% plogioclose phenocrysts
in a I ight gray aphonitic matrix .
11 SUBAERIAL FLO~ 3-'1% plagioclose phenocrysts
and 2'; 0 I ivine phenocrysts. una Itered, in 0
I ight gray feldopathic matrix. 2) Aoh, red
cinder beds.
1) SUBAERIAL FLO~ 1% plogioclose phenocrysts,
and <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts in a I ight gray
aphanitic matrix. 2) As~ beds of red and black
cinder.
1J SUBAERIAL FLOW, ophyr ic, light groy ophan it ic
basalt. 21 Ash, beds of red and black cinder.
1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, 1-2% plagioclase phenocrysts
and 2-3% 0 I ivine phenocrysts, una I tered, in 0
I\[eldspothic matrix. 21 As~ red cinder beds.
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1) DIKE. 1% 01 ivine phenocrysts and «IX
plagioclase rhombs and laths in a medium dark
gray feldspathic matrix. 2) Ash. subaerial
red-orange cinder. 5% dri I I ing cement in
chips.
1) AS~ thickly bedded red cinder.
1) AS~ subaerial red-orange / red-broHn
oxidized cinder Hith block gloss. 21 Subaerial
rloH. <IX 01 ivine phenocrysts and «IX
plagioclase rhombs and laths in a dark gray
feldspathlc matrIx.
II SUBAERIAL FLOW, <IX 01 ivine phenocrysts and
microphenocrysts, «IX plagioclase phenocrysts
and laths in a I ight gray brown feldspathic
matrix. 21 Dike, clacK aphanitic matrix with
glass. lOX dri I I ing cement in chips.
1) DIKE. IX 01 ivine phenocrysts unaltered. <1%
plagioclase phenocrysts. lOX dri I I ing cement in
chips.
1I DIKE. 1-2X a I ivine phenocrysts una I teredo
<IX altered red. 30X dri I I ing cement in chips.
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CUTTINGS
Lithology
1100 "1Ch\:~~,...,.......-:.,..,.".,-=...,---:~----:---,-...,....-.,---------l
11 SUBAERIAL rLO~ <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts in a
dark gray aphanitic matrix. ZI Ash, red-arang~
red-braw~ rub~ and clear glaoo ohardo.
-..<:>~ -.<:> -A.+-.1110
.<:> .<:>.;,s. ;,s. ;,s..
..... ;0: ..•.. :0: .
··o······,&······A·.....~ ~ .
..<:> .<:> A .
.<:> .<:>..;,s. ;,s. ;,s..
Cuttings in percent
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1130 f---------.+-113o LOST CIRCULATION ZONE
11"10 1----------+11"10
1150 1----------+-1150
1) SUBAERIAL rLO~ 1X al ivine phenocrysts,
unaltered, and 1% plagiaclaoe phenacryoto In a
I ight gray aphanitic matrix.
11 SUBAERIAL FLOW, 1% al ivine phenacryoto and
«1% plagioclase phenocrysts in a dark gray
aphanitic matrix. 21 Ash, subaerial orange-red,




1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, 1% al ivine and 1%
plagiaclase phenocrysts in a gray aphanitic










































1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, 1-2X 01 ivine phenocrysts ond
«1% plagiacla~e phenacry~t~ in a dark gray
aphanitic matrix. Secandory Mineralogy:
Hematite.
II SUBAERIAL FLOW, 1% 01 ivine phenocrysts ond
1% plagioclode phenocrysts in 0 light groy
aphanitic matrix. Secondary Mineralogy:
Hematite.
1) SUBAERIAL FLO~ very ~par~ely phyric, «1%
01 ivine and plagioclase phenocrysts, some
thermo I IY 0Itered br ick red, in 0 light gray
aphanitic matrix. Secondary Mineralogy:
Hematite.
1 I SUBAERIAL FL0I4, very sparse Iy phyr ic, «11
01 ivine ond plagioclose phenocrysts, some
therma II y a Itered br ick red, ina light gray
aphanitic matrix.
II SUBAERIAL FLO~ IX 01 ivine phenocrysts and
1% plagiaclade phenocry~t~ in a I ight gray
aphonitic matrix. Secandory Mineralogy:
Hematite.
1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, very sparsely phyric, <1%
01 ivine and plagioclose phenocryts in 0 light
gray aphanitic matrix. Secondary Mineralogy:
hematite, GYPSUM-ANHYDRITE.
11 SUBAERIAL FLOW, very ~par~ely phyric, <1%
01 ivine ond plagioclase phenocryts in a groy
aphanitic matrix. 21 Suboerial FloH,
~henocrysts as in unit I, feldspathic texture.
Secondory Minerology: hematit~
GYPSUM-ANHYDRITE, CALCITE .
II SUBAERIAL FLOW, very sporsely phyric, <11
01 ivine and plogioclase phenocryts in a groy
ophanitic matrix. Secondary Mineralagy:
hematite, GYPSUM-ANHYDRITE, CALCITE.
CATALOG OF SOH 2 CUTTINGS
Lithology Descriptions
1200 ~'("")":?i')9'-:- --:-=,..,.--~----:---------l
II SUBAERIAL FLO~ 1% 01 ivine phenocrysts ond
IX pl~g!ocI08e.phenocryst8 in.a I ight gray
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II SUBAERIAL FLOW, 3% 01 ivine phenocrysts,
altered ond unaltered, «IX plagioclase
phenocrysts in a groy feldspathlc matrix. 21
Subaeriol FloH, phenocryoto ao in unit 1 In an
aphanitic matrix.
II .SUBAERIAL FLOW, very sp'arsely phyric, <1%
olivine phenocrysts and «<1% plagioclase
phenocryts in a gray aphanitic motrix.
Secondory Minerology: hemotite, CALCITE.
II SUBAERIAL FLOW, 3% 01 ivine phenocrysts,
a I tered and una I teredo ina gray fe Idspath ic
matrix. 21 Suboerial FlaH, phenocry6ts 06 in
unit 1 in an aphonitic motrix. Secondary
Mineralogy: GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
II SUBAERIAL FLOW, very oporoely phyric, «IX
01 ivine phenocrysts n a gray aphonitic matrix.
21 Subaerial FloH, phenocrysts as in unit 1 in a
feldspathic matrix. 3) Subaerial Flol~,
thermally oltered brick red. Secondory
Mineralogy: CALCITE.
1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, very sp'arsely phyric, <1%
01 ivine phenocryoto and «IX plogioclooe
phenocryts in a dork gray ophanitic matrix.
Secondary Mineralogy: hematite, CALCITE.
II SUBAERIAL FLOW, very sparsely phyric, <1%
01 ivine phenocrysts, altered and unaltered,
ond «<IX plagioclase phenocryst6 in a groy
feldspathic matrix. Secondary Mineralogy:
GYPSUM-ANHYDRITE, CALCITE.
II SUBAERIAL FLOW, 3% 01 ivine phenocrysts,
altered and unaltered, in a gray feldspothic
matrix. 21 Subaerial FlaH, pRenacrysts as in uni
1 in an aphanitic matrix. 31 Ao~ red cinder
beds.
II SUBAERIAL FLOW, IX 01 ivine phenocrysts
unoltere~ in a gray feldspathic matrix. 21
Subaerial Flo~ phenacrysts as in unit 1 in an
aphanitic matrix. Secondary Mineralogy:
CALCITE.
II SUBAERIAL FLOW, very oporoely phyric, «IX
01 ivine.ond plagioclase phenocryts in a gray
ophanltlc matrix.
CATALOG OF SOH 2 CUTTINGS
Lithology
II SUBAERIAL FLD~ 1% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
1% plagioclase phenocrysts in a gray
feldopathic matrix. 21 Aoh, thin bedo af red
~~~~~ cinder. Secondary Mineralogy: hematite.
1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, very sparsely phyric, <IX
01 ivine and plagioclase phenacryts in a gray
ophonitic matrix. 21 Subaerial Flo~
phenocrysts.as in unit I, thermally altered
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11 SUBAERIAL FLOW, 3% 0 I ivine phenacry~t~,
altered and unaltered, 2t plagioclase laths and
microphenocrysts in a dark gray aphanitic
matrix. 21 Ash, red cinder beds .
11 SUBAERIAL FLOW, border I ine picritic, 7%
01 ivine phenocry~t~, altered and unaltere~ 5%
plagioclase phenocrysts in a gray aphanitic
matrix. 21 Subaerial FlaH, thermally altered
red Hith phenocrysts os in unit 1.
11 SUBAERIAL FLOW, 5% 01 ivine phenocrysts,
oltered and unoltere~ 5% plogioclase
phenocry~t~ in a gray Feldspathic matrix. 2)
Suboeriol FloH, pnenocry~t~ o~ in unit 1 In an
ophonitic motrix. Secondory Mineralogy:
CALCITE.
11 SUBAERIAL FLOW, 1% 0 I ivine phenocrysts,
altered and unaltere~ «1% plagioclase
~henocry~t~ in a gray aphonitic matrix.
Secondary Mineralogy: Hematite.
1) ASH, thick bedded red cinder. Secondary
Mineralogy: Hematite.
1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, border I ine picritic, 7%
01 ivine phenocrysts, altered and unaltered, 5%
plogioclose phenocrysts in a gray aphanitic
motrix. 21 Subaeriol Flo~ thermo I Iy altered
red Hith phenocry~t~ a~ in unit 1. Secondory
Mineralogy: CALCITE.
1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, very sparsely phyric, <1X
01 ivine phenocrysts, unaltered, and «1%
plogioclase phenocrysts in a gray aphanitic
matrix. 21 Ash, red cinder bea~. Secondory
Mineralogy: CALCITE, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
1J SUBAERIAL FLOW, 3% a I ivine phenocrysts,
altered and unaltered, 1% plagioclase laths and
microphenocrysts in 0 dork groy aphonitic
matrix. 21 A~h, red cinder bed~.
11 SUBAERIAL FLOW, 1% a I ivine phenocrysts,
oltered and unaltered. <1X plogioclase laths
and microphenocry~t~ in a dark gray aphanitic
matrix. 21 As~ red cinder beds.
1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, 1-2X 01 ivine phenocrysts,
altered and,unaltere~ 1t plagioclase laths and
microphenocrysts in a dark gray aphanitic
matrix. 21 Ash, red cinder beds.
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11 SUBAERIAL FLOW, sparsely phyri~ 1X 01 ivine
phenocrysts, altered and unaltereQ 1X
plagioclase phenacrysts in a gray aphanitic
matrix. Secondary Mineralogy: Hematite.
11 SUBAERIAL fLOW, very sparsely phyric, «1X
01 ivine phenocrysts, altered and unaltered,
«1X plagioclase phenocrysts in a gray
aphanitic matrix ar aphanitic, aphyric dike.
Secondory Mineralogy: CALCITE .
1590 -vr~;:::&A--:-:---:::-:-==-:-:--::~:------:--:---:----:-:~-:----1
1) SUB~ERIAL FLOW, spor5ely phyric, 1% 01 ivine
phenocryoto, altered and unaltered, IX
plagioclase phenocrysts in a gray aphanitic
matrix. 21 Subaerial Flo~ phenocrysts as in
unit 1 in a reldspathic matrix. 31 Subaerial
FlaH, thermally altered red, phenacryoto ao in
unit 1. Secondary Mineralogy: Hematite,
CALCITE.1&00 -LJ...::..L--'-=-l.--'-':L......:~~::..:..- ...J
~: 11 SUBAERIAL FLOlJ, sparse Iy phyr ic, 1% a I ivinet phenocr~sts, a! tered and una I tered, ina gray
~ o~hanTtlc motrlx. Secondary Mineralogy:
:~: 1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, oparoe Iy phyr ic, IX a I ivinet phenocrysts, altered and uno Itered, U
., plagioclase phenocrysts in a gray aphanitic

















01 i vine phenocrysts, a Itered and una Itered, in
.".""'.".""'. a gray aphanitic motrix. 21 Subaerial flaw,
.. I'I" phenocrysts as in un i t 1 ina re Idspath ic
.;;'";;".. matr ix or aphyr ic dike.:;>:;>:.
";,,).,/,-:':.
CATALOG OF SOH 2 CUTTINGS
I' " 1550
.. .~:.;; ~~~H-;;f--1-1 -S-U-BA-E""R-I-AL-F-L-OW-,-s-pa-r-s-e-'y-p-h-yr-j-c-,-<-1-X-o-,i-v-in-e---4
:.~::.;; phenocrysts. a I tered ond una Iteredo <IX
...~._ pi og iac Iaoe phenocryoto ina gray aphan itic
.o..~ matr ix. Secandary Minera logy: Hemat ite,









.0'" SUBAERIAL FLOW, sparse Iy phyr ic, <lX 0 I ivine
:A:~. phenocrysts, altered and unaltere~ (1X
.......... :". pi ag iac Iaoe phenacryoto ina gray aphan it ic






;,>;:".~ 1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, eparse Iy phyr ic, u: a I ivine
.- phenocrysts, altered and unaltered, 1%
'. '.~:~:~:~): pi ag i oc I ase phenocrysts ina gray aphan itic
,~ matrix. 21 Subaerial FloH. phenocrysts as in
. ~~~~: ~7~:r~ I~~y~ ~~~~~~~:h ic matr ix. Secondary
~~:;;~)
Cuttings in percent Lithology Descriptions
TrTTTT..""'~•.-r.1500 "W~R:;:Pi'--:-:,.,-::::-:-===-:-:-----=-=-:--.,.-:----:-:-....,.....--.,.------1
.;;. 1I SUBAERIAL FLOW, 11 0 I ivine phenocrysts,
.'~.,".' altered and unaltered, <1X plagioclase laths'''~.'' and microphenocryoto in a dark gray aphanitic
r. matrix. 21 Ash, red cinder beds.
ill
u-cn .§ci)~ .
t 01-......... -0--_ ell Q) 0 c: s;; ......... 0-
cnN.....U«XW
Temple)
o 0 0 0





























II SUBAERIAL FLOW, IX 01 ivine phenocry:ot:o, <1%
altering to idding:oite, 1% plagiocla:oe rhomb:o
and micraphenocry:ot:o in a gray aphanitic
matrix. Secondary Mineralogy: Hematite,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
II SUBAERIAL FLOW. 1% 01 ivine phenocry:ot:o, «1%
altering to idding:oite. 1% plagiocla:oe rhomb:o
and microphenocry:ot:o in a I ite-medium gray
aphanitic matrix. Secondary Mineralogy:
Hematite.
11 SUBAERIAL FLOW, 2-3% 01 ivine phenocry:ot:o,
<1% altering to iddingsite, IX plagioclase
rhombs and microphenocrysts, «IX augite rhombs
in a gray aphanitic matrix. Secandary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE: blue stain .
1) SUBAERIAL FLO~ IX 01 ivine phenocrysts, most
altered to iddingsite, in a gray feldspathic
motrix. Secondory Minerology: Hemotite .
1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, <1% 0 I ivine phenocrysts,
«IX altering to iddingsite. <IX plagioclase
rhombs and mlcrophenocrysts in a medium ta dark
gray aphanitic to feldspathic matrix. Secandary
Mineralogy: Hematite, SMECTITE-CHLORITE: blue
stain.
1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, 2-3% 01 ivine phenocrysts,
most altered to idd ings ite, ina gray
feldspathic matrix. Probably nearing
subaerial/submarine interface, blue veneer is
typical of hyaloclastites. Secondary
Mineralogy: Hematite, SMECTITE-CHLORITE: blue
stain .
1) SUBAERIAL FLOW, 1X a I ivine phenocry:ot:o,
altered and unaltere~ in a gray feld:opathic
matrix, ar dike, I ithology as in unit 1.
II DIKE, aphyric, aphanitic gray ba:oalt.
Scientific Observation













































LOST CIRCULATION AND SAMPLES UNTIL
WE RESUl1ED DRILLING AT 1'310 ft.
1700 L----------L1700
Scientific Observation
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11, 21 PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in unit 2 obolle;
155, 135 em. 30 em pi I low rubble between units,
Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, SMECTITE-CHLORITE: blue stoin,
11 PILLOIJ LAVA, I itho logy 06 in un it 2 above; 27"l
cm. 20 cm of diktytoxitlc texture 60% through box.
Secondary Mineralogy: none,
11, 31, 5) PILLOW LAVA, lithology a:s in unit 2
obolle; "10, 1"15, "I cm. 21 Hyaloclo:stite, coar:se :sand
:size clo:st:s of ophyric dark gray bo:salt cemented
into a competent unit; 75 cm, "l) Hyalocla6tite. fine
grovel 6ize block volcanic gl066 and coor6e 60nd
6ize amber volconic gl066 cemented into a loa6ely
competent unit; 26 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
CALCITE, SMECTITE-CHLORITE: blue 6toin.
II, 31, "'ll PILLOW LAVA, lithology a:s in unit 2
oballe; 50, 30, 90 cm. 2 I Pi I 10H Lalla, lIe:s icu Ior 30X,
2 mm; ophyric dark gray ba:solt; 13 cm. 51 Pi I low
Lalla, lIe:sicular 25X, 1 mm; ophyric dark sray ba:salt;
'30 cm, 61 Hyalocl06tite, 60nd 6ize amber volcanic
gl066 and fine grovel 6ize block volcanic gla66
1006e to borel~ competent; 27 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE: blue 6toin.
Lost core.
11 PILL01J LAVA, I itho logy as in un it 2 above; 72 em.
21 Hyoloclostite, amber and block volcanic gloss
shards loose in the box; 20 em. 3) Pi I low [ava, 5X
unaltered 01 ivine microphenocry~t~ and 01 ivine-
plagiacla:se intergraHth:s, lOX plagiocla:se lath:s, 1
X altered block plogiocla:se in a dark gray aphanitic
matrix; 16 cm. "11 Pi IloH Lalla rubble, lithology o:s
i
~~~~~~~{ in unit 3; 180 cm. Secondary Minerolosy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE: blue 6toin.
~~---+1920~~~2±~~~1TPIiLUi'WlMi\TithOi~0i;-;-;;-;;;:;Tt2cl:~;;:m--{ 1) PILLOW LAVA, lithology 06 in unit 2 above; 213
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE,




01 ivine phenocrysts and microphenocrysts unaltered,
5X plagioclase rhombs, blades and laths in a gray
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Site 2 Elevation 280 f~ ·O.S. I
Litho logy
~l~
1) PILLOW LAVA rubble, 5X 01 ivine
microphenocryoto and 01 ivine-plagioclaoe
intergrowths unaltere~ lOX plogloclase rhambs,
blades, laths, microphenocr~sts, < 1% a Itered
pI og i oc lase, .s,?r iate !aths orm a f e Ited texture, In
~'~
a gray aphanitic matrix; 305 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE: blue stain.
Lost core.
~~
1) PILLOW LAVA rubb 1e, I itho I0!lY 0:5 in un it 1 obove;
~ ?®






1) PILLOW LIIVII rubb Ie, I itho Io~y ao in un it 1 above;
305 cm. Secondart Mineralogy: IILCITE,SMECTITE-CHLORIT : blue stain.
~~
"'-=/ ~ 1) PILLOW LIIVII Lova rubble, 3 - 5X 01 ivine
phenocrysts, 3% plogioclose loths ond
1\~iCrOPhenOCrysts, in 0 gray feldspathic motrix; 40
cm. Secondary Minerolo~8: white fiberous ZEOLITES


































~ ~. Vl~ ••.::.-cnkl..Temperoture ~ ~~ ~ ~Depth ., ICe 1:5 iU:5) 't~~"S~ L.:a
L C) CJ 0 0 Q)e'-..c=.OO·-
feet 8 t- ~ ~ ~ J5~~8~cEe58-
zooo,...--,-...-..--.,...-,.-.,...---,,,,, ~-----~ZDDO
Descriptions
CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
CORE DRILLING SUSPENDED.
11 PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in unit 1 above; 29 em.
2) Pi I low Lava, 7% 01 iVlne phenacryoto and
microphenacrysts unaltered in a dark gray aphanitic
matrix; 230 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA, I ithalagy as in unit 1 above; 259
em. Secondar~ Mineralogy: smectite, CALCITE,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, SMECTITE-CHLORITE: blue stain.
1), 2) PILLOW LAVA, Iithology as in unit 1 obove.
Dark glaoo rind at contact with unit 2; 35, 56 em.
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Depth TemplC) u-oo .JiU).j::! .
x CJ CJ 0 CJ I 0 I - ........ .C).-
Feet ~ r- ~ cj g:j J5~~8..E.E~8- ROD
28001-'rtt-rt'tT.1.-...T.-..-...T.-...-..T..-...-...r ..-...-..~ I<".r-:-:::-:::-:::-:~-:::-:::-:::-:::-:::-,-: 2800 h;;::;:;;:~:t;::;:::::;:;::;::t'-1-)-P--IL-L-::0-W-L-A-V-A,-s-e-e-p-r-e-v--i o-u-s-p-o-g-e-r=-o-r-u-n:-it-----1
:: ::: .:::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: . :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~M~8T!~~ ~8fko~Ii~~dgArC~+~~ra logy:
11 2) PILLOW LAVA, 5% 01 ivine phenocrysts,
microphenocrysts, ond 01 ivine-plogioclase
intergrowths unaltere~ 2% altered plagioclase
occurring with 01 ivine-plogioclase intergrowth~ in
a dark gray aphanitic-matrix patches or which have
been pervasively altered to smectite; 137, 152 em.













VVVVV 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, rine groine~ completely
VVVVV









































Site 2 Elevation 280 ft 0.5. I
1----------+-3710
SOH 2














~ ~ ~''''~lTemper-etur-e :!:: 1!!= ~j:;. N ~
Depth ICel:siu:sJ t:..::ci3·u>.. t-8
m 0 c::J c::J 0 OJ 0 I -.r;, 0 c·-





CATALOG OF SOH 2 CUTTINGS
Lithology Descriptions
0 yV y Y 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine graine~ unaltered and






fine grained, unaltered and
completely altered to gray-green cloy. 21
VVVVV Pi I low Lovo, 6por6ely phyric, (1X 01 ivine
VVVVV
phenocrysts, unaltere~ <1% plagioclase
~henocrtsts Secondary MinerolocY:
VVVVV
MECTIT -CHLORITE: blue stain. ALCITE.
V V V 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine graine~ completely




V V V 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine groined, completely




Y V Y 1) VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained, completely
yyyyy altered to gray-green cloy, ~o55ible ti I low




Y V Y 11 VOLCANICLASTIC~ fine grained, completely
yyyV y altered to gray-yreen cla~. Secondar~
yVyV y




1) VOLCANICLASTICS, fine graine~ completely
altered to grat-rreen cla~. secondar~
VVyy y Minerology: SM C ITE-CHLO ITE, CALCI E.
yVVYy
VVVYy
Y Y Y 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine graine~ completely
yVVYy oltered to groy-yreen cla~. Secondar~
VVVV y
Mineralogy: SMEC ITE-CHLO ITE, CALCI E.
VVVYy
yyyyy
V Y Y 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine graine~ completely
yVyVV altered to grat-yreen cla~. Secondarf
yYvYv
Mineralogy: SM C ITE-CHLO ITE, CALCI E.
yyyV y
yYVYy
Y Y Y 1) VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained, completely
yyyV y altered to graY-Treen cla~. Secondary
yYVYy
Mineralogy: SMEC ITE-CHLO ITE, CALCITE.
yyyyy
yVVYy
yVyV y 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, see next page.
Cuttings in percent
TemplC)
























11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grainei completely
oltered to gray-green cloy. Secondary
Hi nero logy: St1ECTITE-CHLORITE, idd ingo i teo
CALCITE.
II VOLCANICLASTICS. fine grained. completely
altered to gray-green cloy. Secondary
Hinerology: SHECTITE-CHLORITE. CALCITE.
11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained. completely
altered to gray-green cloy. Secondary
Minerology: SMECTITE-CHLORITE. CALCITE.
1) VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained, completely
oltered to gray-green-brown cloy. Secondary
Minero logy: Sr1ECTITE-CHLORITE. 10% CALCITE, 10%
hematite may be decomp05ed 01 ivine or pyrite.
1) VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained, completely
altered to gray-green cloy. Secondary
Minero logy: Sl1ECTITE-CHLORITE, idd ings ite
CALCITE. AMORPHOUS SILICA.
1) VOLCANICLASTICS. fine grained. completely
oltered to gray-green cloy. Secondory
Minero logy: SMECT ITE-CHLORITE. i dd ings i teo
CALCITE.
11 VOLCANICLASTICS. fine grainei completely
altered to brownish gray clay. Secandory
Hi nero logy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE. 10% CALCITE. 10%
hemot ite n,oy be decomposed 0 I ivine or pyr i te.
1) VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grainei completely
altered to gray-green clay. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE. CALCITE.
1) VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained. completely
altered to gray-green cloy. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE. hematite.
fE-SULFIDES: pyrite. 10% CALCITE.
CATALOG OF SOH 2 CUTTINGS
l1A ::::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::
21A ::::::: ::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::
l'1JA ::::::::: :: ::::::: ::::::: .
.................................
.................................

























Depth TemplC) U-Ul .s.nt! .
<.!) 0 0 0 0 I 0 I - .........C).-
Feet ~ """ ~ c3 ~ cl5~~8.€~;:;:8- Cuttings in percent Lithology Descriptions
39DD-r--r-::::-,::r-::-::::-r:-:::-:::..-::-::::: :-:::-:::~ ~ ~. .~..0S . . ~~'0i S::· 3900 TV
v
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....... ~. \\ .~\~ . . ~. . a Itered to gray-green cloy. Secondary
13A :::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ~.~ .\.,-< . ~I.(\" \:(\ Y . V V Hi nero logy: SHECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE.7: \1. '1\,\' .. ..~L. V V V
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280 F't '0. s. I
Scientific Observation
Site 2 Elevation
Cuttings in percent Lithology Descriptions
"1000 V V V
VVVVV
11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained, completely
altered to gra~-yreen-broHn clay. Secondary
VVVVV
Mineralogy: SM CITE-CHLORITE, lOX CALCITE, lOX
hematite probably decomposed 01 ivine.
VVVVV
II VOLCANICLASTICS. fine grained, completely
altered to grat-yreen-braHn cla§. Secondary
"1010 VVVVV
Mineralogy: SM CITE-CHLORITE, X CALCITE, lOX
VVVVV




11 VOLCANICLASTIC~ fine grained, com~letely
altered to gray-green-broHn clay. Zl i I IOH
VVVVV Lava. sparsely phyric. (IX 01 ivine.phenocrysts,
VVVVV




stai~ 1 X CALCITE, GYPSUM-ANHYDRITE, lOX
hematite probably decomposed 01 ivine.
1) DIKE, intrus ive un it or sporse Iy phyr ic
.q030
pi I 10H lava, (IX 01 ivine phenocrysts, unaltered
. /.::'.... in a gray aphanitic matrix. Secondary
-' Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, 20X CALCITE, lOX
~~~::'. .................. hematite trabably decamg05ed 01 ivine,
~~"."
FE-SULFIO S: pyrite, AM RPHOUS SILICA.
:r::' 11 DIKE, intrus ive un it or sparse Iy phyr ic
pi IloH lava, (lX 01 ivine phenocrysts, unaltered
in a groy aphanitic matrix. Secondary
'l0'l0
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE: blue 5tai~ 5%
CALCITE, 10% hematite probably decomg05ed
01 ivine, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, AMORPH US
SILICA.
VVVVV
11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained, completely
altered to grat-rreen-broHn cla§. Secondary
VVVVV
Mineralogy: SM CITE-CHLORITE, X CALCITE, lOX
'lOSO





1) VOLCANICLASTIC~ fine graine~ completely
altered to grat-rreen cla~. Secandar~
VVVVV
Mineralogy: SM C ITE-CHLO ITE, CALCI E, 5%
40&0





11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained. completely
altered to grat-rreen cla~. Secondar~
VVVVV
Minerolo~~: SM C ITE-CHLO ITE, CALCI E,
.q070
GYPSUM-A YORIlE, idd ings ite, goeth ite.
VVVVV
VVVVV
V V V II VOLCANICLASTICS. fine graine~ completely
VVVVV
altered to gra~-yreen cla~. Secondarr
Minerala~t: 8M C ITE-CHLO ITE, SX CA CITE,
'lOsq VVVVV




11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained, completely
altered to gray-~reen clay. Secondarr
VVVVV
Mineralo~y: SMEC ITE-CHLORITE, 5% CA CITE,
FE-SULrI ES: pyr i te, idd ing5 ite, gaeth ite.
4090 VVVVV
VVVVV
V 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, fine grained, completely
VVVVV altered ta gray-~reen clo~. Secondarr
Minerala~y: SMEC ITE-CHLO ITE, 5% CA CITE,
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V V V V 31 VOLCANICLASTICS. black and amber gla66 6hards
0 VVVVVVVV campacted inta a 601 id.ma66, altering ta ~reen6mectlte; 1"l1 cm. 4) Dike, aveslcular, <1 allvine
VVVVVVVV phenocrysts. 1-5% plagiaclase blades concentrated
alang glas6y chi II mar?in, in a dark gray aphanitic
Il~J .~ motrlx; 5 cm. Volcanic astics and amber ?Iass clumps
~
.~
at margin of' '1<>5. 51 yolcaniclastics. ithologyas
In unit 3; 25 cm. 61 Dike, I Ithalo~~ as In unit ~;
but with increasing vesicularity 5- ~. and
0 ~Iogioclase content decreasin~ to 1~; 20 cm.
~~condary Mineralory : SMECTIT -CHLORITE•
Il~Jil~
MORPHOUS SILICA. E-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11 PILLOW LAVA (71. ve" icu Iar 30X. 1 mm; 90X of
vesicles fi I led with gray-green cloy; 28 em. 2)
~~
Volcaniclastics, black volcanic gla66 6and
perva6ively altered ta gray-green cla~. Unit has a
I i~ht/dark mottled appearance; ~ cm. I Dike (71,
Ii hology as in unit 1; 207 cm. Secondary
~,ineralo~~: SMECTITE-CHLORITE. FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
v YPSUM/A YDRITE .
VVVVVVVV :\ II PILLOW LAVA. vesiculor 30X. 1 mm; 70~ of' vesicles
VVVVVVVV
are f'i I led with gray green clay. groundmass is
completely altered to gray-green clay. Aphyric at
VVVVVVVV
contact. 25'1 cm. 21 Volcaniclastics. ~reen cloy; 51
cm. Secondory Minero I o~y: GYPSUM/ANHYD HE.
VVVVVVVV ~MECTITE-CHLORITE. FE- ULFIDES: pyrite. CALCITE.
1) VOLCAtUCLASTICS. block ond omber g los" "hord"
I~!~ mo"tly altered to rreen "mectite; 26~ cm. 21 Dike.7-10% vesicular, < % al ivine phenocry6t6. 3%
~~
1~!lagiOClaSe laths in a groy moderately fractured
aphanitic matrix; 18 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
ALCITE veins. SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 Dike. <1% plagioclose loths and microphenocrysts.
V V V in 0 f'racturea gray aphonitic matrix. al I alteringto smectite; 3~ cm. 21 PILLOW LAVA. vesicular 7~. 1~
VVVVVVVV 1\ 01 ivine phenocrysts and micro~henocrysts. altering
VVVVVVVV
to smectite in a dark Sray a~ anitic matrix; 232 cm.
Secondory Mineralogy: MECTI E-CHLORITE.
VVVVVVVV
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. white fibrous ZEOLITES. XRD:
~rlagioclo"e. rondomly inter"tratified trioctol
VVVYVYVV
mectite-chlorite .
1), Zl Pi I law Lava, 6par6ely ve6icular 15%. 2 mm;
VVVVVVVV ~O% of vesicle6 fi I led with gypsum/anhydrite,
VVVVVVVV
alterotion i6 taa complete ta identify phenocrysts.
~rat clar groundma6s; 18. 76 cm. 31
VVVVVVVV
OL ANIC A TICS, altered. fine grained, mottled
dork/I ight gray grades to I ight green lost 60 cm of
VVVVVVVV
box. Unit is completely altered to smectite clay.
Occasional smal I clasts sti I I show high vesicle X;
VVVVVVVV ~~O cm. Secondary Minerology: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.JYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
VVVVVVVV 1) VOLCANICLASTICS. oltered. fine groine~ mottled
VVVVVVVV
dark/l ight ,ray green. Unit is completely oltered to
~rectite; 2 ~ cm. Secondory Mineralogy:
VVVYVYVV MECTITE-CHLORITE
~1) VOLCANICLASTICS, lithology a6 in unit 1 above;
VVVVVVVV 74 cm. Secandary Mineralagy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
VVVVVVVV 1 J VOLCANICLASTICS, t i tho logy a6 in un it 1 obove;
VVVVVVVV
305 cm. Secondary Mineralagy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
VVVVVVVV
VVVVVVVV
VvV V V 1) VOLCNUCLASTICS, I itho logy 0" in unit 1 above;
VVVVVVVV 259 cm. Secondary Minerology:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
VVVVVVVV
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
11 VOLCANICLASTICS, altered. mottled dark/I ight
gray green or metal I ic red in color completely
altered to smectite; 299 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE, ZEOLITES: analcime,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. XRD: analcime + chlorite. or
randomly interstratified trioctal smectite-chlorite;
analcime + trace cc[?I.
1), 31 VOLCANICLASTICS. oltere~ fine graine~
mottled, dark/I ight gray green unit completely
altered to smectite; 13~ 121 cm. 21 Dike!?),
altere~ greenish black aphanitic chips at the top
of a core run; 5 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE•.
11. 21, 3) DIKE, <1% altered 01 ivine phenocrysts in
a gray microcystal line feldspathic matrix; 19, 19,
15"1 cm. '\) Volcaniclastics. altere~ mottled green
gray/dark gray in color.' altering to omectite; 83
cm. Secandary Mineralogy: GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
SMECTITE-CHLORITE. XRD: ZEOLITES: analcime;
anhydrite. thompsanite.
11 VOLCANICLASTICS, I ithology as in unit 1 above;
27'1 em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
Hhite fibrous ZEOLITES.
1) VOLCANICLASTICS, lithology 00 in unit 1 above;
27'1 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 VOLCANICLASTICS. altered. mottled dark/I ight
gray green in color, altered to smectite; 212 cm.
2I DiKe. < 1% a I ivine phenocryst6 and
micraphenocrysts altering to clay. 1-3% plagioclase
blades and microphenocrysts in a microcrystal line
feldspathic gray matrix; 73 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite. SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, CALCITE, fibrous Hhite ZEOLITES.
11 VOLCANICLASTICS, altered. mottled green groy,
dark gray, Hhite in color. altering to smectite; 291
em. Secondary Mineralogy: ZEOLITES: analcime,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
1) VOLCANICLASTICS. altere~ fine grained. mottled
darkll ight gray green and metal I ic red in color.
altered to smectite; 280 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE (looks I ike sl ickensidesl, Hhite
fibrous ZEOLITES, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
28 ..
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
Lithology
0 VVVvVvV v 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, 01 tered, mottled green gray,
VVVVVVVV dark gray. white in color. altering to 5mectlte; 2'31
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: analcime,
VVVVVVVV l\fYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, and white fiberous ZEOLITES [71,SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
VVVVVVVV 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, altered, green, gray, dark gray
0 VVVVVVVV
in color, altering to 5mectite. Black gla55 5hard9
~re5ent; 29<q cm. Secandar
t
Minerala~t:
VVVVVVVV YPSUH/ANHYDRITE ar ZEOLIT ~ SHECTI -CHLORITE.
V V V V 11 VoLCANICLASTIC~ altered, mottled gray green,
VVVVVVVV pole maroon brown, dark gray in color altered to
smectit~ unit is indurated; 286 cm. Secondary
VVVVVVVV Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, ZEOLITES:
VVVVVVVV
natrol ite, analcime, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. XRO: anhydrite
analcime.
VVVVVVVV
v v v v 1I VOLCANICLASTICS, a I·tered, fine Ta ined, matt Ied,
VVVVVVVV dark/I ight gray green unit complete y altered to
VVVVVVVV
5mectite. Unit i5 hard and indurated at to~. grade5
ta le~~ metomorEho~ed at bottom; 290 em. eeondary
VVVVVVV V Mineralogy: ZED ITES: anolcime, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE,I ineor habit SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
VVVVVVVV
v v v v 1) VOLCANICLASTICS. altered. mottled dark gray and
VVVVVVVV sreen gray in color, darker than above unit~, very
VVVVVVVV
Indurated, altered ta smectite: 279 em. Secondary
Mineralogy: GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, ZEOLITES: analcime,
VVVVVVVV CALCITE. SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
VVVVVVVV
VVVVVVVV 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, I ithology as in unit 1 above;27'1 em. Secondary Minerolo~k: Linear habit
VVVVVVVV S/1ECTITE-CHLORITE. GYPSUM/A YDRITE.
VVVVVVVV
VVVVVVVV
V V V V 11, 31, 51, 71 VoLCANICLASTIC~ I itholo~r a9 in
VVVVVVVV unit 1 above; 11,1'38. 7. 39 cm. 2). <q). Sed i ment.very fine grained, compacted ~ediment~ with 5-10%





VVVVVVVV 1) VOLCANICLASTICS, altered, fine graine~ swirled"marb Ie cake" texture, light and dark gray green




VVVVVVVV 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, altered, fine grained, mottle~dark/I ight ~ray gree~ unit completely altered to




V V V V 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, I itholo?y 05 in unit 1 above;
VVVVVVVV 238 cm. 2) Pi I low Lava, a tered, ve~ icu Iar 30%, 1mmi without visible phenocrysts, groundmass is
VVVVVVVV altered toward 9mectite but retain5 pi I low lava
VVVVVVVV
structure9. Unit is gray with 100% of vesicles
fi I led with dark rray cla~i <l5 cm. Secondary
VVVVVVVV
Hineralogy: SHECT TE-CHLO ITE, CALCITE,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
l~J l~
11 PILLOW LAVA, vesicular 15%, 1 mm; aphyric,
dark gray basalt separated from the next pi I low lava
by very fine grained volcanicla5tic5 altered to gray
[I]~
preen smectite and indurated. 86 cm. 2), 3), 'I)
i Ilow Lava, I ithology as in unit 1; 53, 73, 82 em.
Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE,
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
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Descriptions
CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
1) PILLOW LAVA, vesiculor 30%, 1 mm; diktytoxitic,
feld5pathic ba5alt. Groundma55 alteration increase5
through loot 70 cm of box to complete omectite; 300
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: fE-SULfIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
II, 21, 31, 51, BI PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in
unit 1 above; 60, 3D, 17. 17, 152 em. '1), 6), 71
Dike, oparoely veoiculor, lOX, 2 mm; gray aphyric,
aphanitic basolt. Intrudes at pi I low lava contacts;
10, 6, 30 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES:
pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
1), 3), 5) PILLOW LAVA, vesicular 20-30%, < 1%
01 ivine phenocrystsin a groy feldspothic matrix; 17,
106, 1"17 em. 21, '1) Dike, <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts
and 01 ivne-plagiocla5e intergrowth5, < 1% and
plagiolcose laths, in a gray aphanitic matrix; '1, 17
em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
ZEOLITES, DUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUtllflNHYDRITE. XRD: morden ite.
II, 21, 31, "II, 51, 61 PILLOW LAVA, lithology as in
unit 1 above; 27, 57,19, 21, 68, 55 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: CALCITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11, 3), 5) PILLOW LAVA, veoiculor 25X, 1 mm; gray
diktytaxitic, feldspathic basalt, 2-'1 cm
volconiclastics ot contacts; 226, 1~, 31 cm. 21, 'II
Dike, sparsely vesicular 10%, 3 mm; gray ophyric,
aphanitic baoalt. Intrudeo at pi I low lava contacto;
2, 10 em. 2<>3 = 60, 3<>'1 = 55, '1<>5 = 0 degrees.
Secondory Mineralogy: fE-SULfIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUllIANHYORITE.
1) PILLOW LAVA, ve5icular 5-25~ <IX 01 ivine
phenocrysts in a highly altered green groundm05s;
26'1 cm. 21 Pi I low Lava, vesicular 30%, aphyric, gray
feldspathic matrix; 10 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
ZEOLITES, FE-SULFIDES: pyr ite,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
II, 21, 31, '11 PILLOW LAV~ vesicular 25%, 1 mm;
aphyric dark gray microcrystal line, diktytaxitic
baoolt oeporoted from the next unit by very fine
grained volcaniclastics altered ta gray clay and
Indurated; 1~9, 25, 2B, '13 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: white fibrou~ ZEOLITE~ FE-SULFIDES:
yrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE,' SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
I), 2), 31 PILLO~ LAV~ ve~iculor 30%, 1 mmi
veoicleo fi I led with block cla~ diktytoxiti~
feldspathic basalt, gray cloy at contacts; 156, 57,
7"1 cm. 2<>3 has gypsum matrix. Secondary
Mineralogy: FE-SOLFIDES: pyrite. GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
See next page for deocription of BOX 58.
II, 3), "I), 51, 61 PILLOW LAVA, I ithalogy a5 in unit
1 above; 18, 62, 62, 117, 32 cm. 21 Massive
anhydrite, hydrated on existing fracture, contains
angular pi I low lava clasts; 25 cm. Secondar~
Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
I), 2), 3), "II, 51 PILLOW LAV~ I ithalo9Y 05 in unit
1 above, 5eparated from the next pi I low lava by fine
grained volcaniclastite altered to gray clay and
Indurated; 'II, ~'I '17, '16, 27 cm. Secondary
~~~ Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE,
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
Lithology
II, 21 PILLOW LAVA, vesicular 15%, 1 mm; aphyric,
dark gray ba5alt 5eparated fram the next pi I IOH
lava by very fine grained volcaniclaotico altered
to dark gray green smectite and indurated. 33, 1~6
:).;;=;~~~=;:~~ cm. 31 PII Iow Lava, I itho logy as in un it I, less
alteratian 5hoH5 texture better, vesicle X
increaoeo to 30X, texture io microcryotal line,




















11, 31, "11, 51. 71, 91 PILLO\.l LAVA, I ithalogy o~ in
un i t 1 obove. 53, 52. 80, 12, 51, 10 cm. 2), 6I. 81
Dike, I itho logy as in un it 3 above; 10, 5, 13 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES:
pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE .
11, 31, "11, 51 PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in unit 1
above, 1 em gray cloy at contacts; 13, 83, 51, 71
em. 1<>2 = 75 degrees. 21, 61 Dike, avesicular, <1%
plagioclose blades and laths in a groy aphanitic
groundmas6; 'IS, 15 em. 2<>3 = 55. 5<>& = 50
degrees. 61 Dike, I ithalagy as in unit 2; 15 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11, 21, 31 PILLOW LAVA, vesicular, 25%, 1 mm;
aphyric diktytaxitic feldspothic groy bosalt, 'I em
gray cloy at contacto. 8~ 33, 187 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, massive
GYPSUM/~NHYDRITE, SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
11, 21, 3), 'I), 51 PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in unit
1 above; 38, 48, 17, 60, 100 cm. Breccia surrounding
unit Z hos gypsum matrix. Secondary Mineralogy:
CALCITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, massive
GYPSUM/At~HYDRITE, SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11, 31 PILLOW L~V~, I itholagy as in unit 1 above;
15'1, 112 cm. 2) Dike, avesicular, <1% plagioclase
blades and laths. gray aphonitic basalt; 15 em.
Secondary Mineralogy: ZEOLITES: analcime. FE-SULFIDES
rite GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
1I Pi I Io~ Lava, I itho logy as in un it 1 above; 50 cm.
1<>2 = 60 degrees. 21 DIKE. pipe vesicles, 2-3 cm
long at 50 degrees, 3% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
01 ivine plogioclose intergrowths. 75% altered to
brOl~n cloy, 5% pi ag ioc lase laths in on aphan itic
dark gray brecciated groundmass; ZZl cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES, ZEOLITES, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11, 21, 'II, 51, 61 PILLOW LAV~ vesicular 7-15%, <1%
01 ivine microphenocrysts. in a gray feldspathic to
diktytaxitie matrix; 123, 3Q 1'1, 6~ 27 em. 31
Dik~ avesicular, «1% 01 ivine micraphenacrysts and
pi ag iocl ase micraphenacrysts, ina gray aphan itic
matrix 18 em. 71 Brecei~ pi I low lava clasts
ouopended in gypoum; 5 em. Secandar~ Mineralog~:
ZEOLITES: natral ite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE FE-SULFIDES:
yrite, SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
Lithology
11, 31, 'lIP i IIo~ Lava, 1itho logy os in un it 1
above; 18, 65, 38 cm 1<>2 • 20 aegreeo. 21 Dike,
I itholagy as in unit 2 abave. 5 cm. 1<>2 = 2Q 3<>'1
= 15, 1<>5 = 65 degrees. 51 DIKE, microvesiculor, 15%,
<1 mm, vesicles fi fled ~ith black clay, < 1%
plogioclose loths in 0 gray feldspothic groundm055;
~~LL~~~~~ 1'18 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUM/~NHYDRITE.
11 PILLOW L~V~, vesicular Z5%, 1 mm; gray
diktytoxitic, feldspathic basalt. 2-'1 cm gray clay
at contacts; 3'3 em. 2J. 3), 'II. 51. 61. 7) Pi Ilow
Lava, I itho logy ao in un it 1; 3'1, 25. 37, 5'3, 56, 16
~~~~~~~Tl cm. Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
massive GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11, 21, 4), 51, 7) PILLOW L~V~, vesicular 10-25%,
<11 0 I ivine microphenocrysts, ina gray rei dspath ic
motrlx; 185, 7, 15, 26, 2'1 em. 3), &1 Dike,
avesicular, «lX al ivine mirophenacrysts and
pi ag ioc lase microphenocrysts, in 0 gray aphan itic
matrix intruding along pi I low contact; 'I, 5 em.
l~~~~~~~ Secondory Mineralogy: GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. FE-SULFIDES:
+ yr ite, ZEOLITES: natro lite. .
11 Dike, vesicular 10%, 2 mm. near contact,
plagioclase laths 1% in a brecciated feldspathic
gray groundmass; 68 em. 21, 31 PILLOW LAV~
lithology 00 in unit 1 above; 78, 1"12 cm. Firot '15
cm brecciate~ block cloy matrix. Secondary
1~=;;~~~~;;rtMinerology: FE-SULFIOES: pyrite, SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
+ abundant GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE ..
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
1) DIKE. I itho logy 00 in un it 2 above. 50X of
microvesicles fi I led with hyal ine opal. 27~ cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: fE-SULfIDES: pyrite.
AMORPHOUS SILICA: opal.
1) DIKE. aveoicular. aphyric gray baoalt. 6 em.
l<>Z = 60 degrees .. ZI DIKE. pipe vesicles 13 cm
long. 5 mm diameter. top 30 cm of unit is
brecciated, matrix is black clay. 1% al ivine
microphenocryoto and 5% plagioclaoe latho in on
aphanitic groy groundmoss. 198 cm. 1<>2 = 0 degrees.
3) . 41. 5) . 6) Pi I Iow Lavo, ves icu Iar 25%. 1 mm;
ophyric diktytaxitic gray basalt. ~ cm block clay at
contacto. 2~ 28, 5~. 21 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
MECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA, I ithalogy as in unit 3 abave; 31 cm.
21, ~I Pi Ilow Lavo. veoicleo fi Iled with block cloy
or gypsu~ 5-7% altered 01 ivine phenocrysts in a
smectite matrix; 127. 30 cm. 31 Volconlclostlcs,
altered ta pale green smectit~ closts with
I ithologieo 00 in unit 2; 86 cm. Secondary
inerology: SMECTITE-CHLORITE. GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11 VOLCANICLASTICS, I ithology as in unit 3 abave;
305 em. Secondary Minerology: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
ZEOLITES: analcime. GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11 VOLCANICLASTICS. I ithology os in unit 3 above;
Z74 em. Secondory Minerology: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
ZEOLITES: analcime.
1) VOLCANICLASTICS, I itho logy os in un i t 3 obove;
27~ cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 VOLCANICLASTICS. I ithology as in unit 3 above;
2~~ cm. 1<>2 = 80 degrees. 2) Dike, avesiculor, 15%
plogioclaoe latho in a dark gray aphonitic
groundmoss; 30 em. Secondory Minerology:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
Lithology
II. 31, 51. 71 PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in unit 3
I~~~:8~~~~\ abave; 20, ~3, 28, 60 cm. 2) Va Ican I clast ics,
r- lithology 00 in unit 1 above. 26 em. ~I, 61
Volconiclastics. altered to block cloy and
indurated. No clasts. 29. 85 em. Secondory
Mineralogy: ZEOLITES: obundant analcime. fE-SULfIDES:
yrite. GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. XRD: analcime.
1) DIKE. veoicular. 5X. 2 mm. mootly near contact.
3% 01 ivine phenocrysts. microphenocrysts.
01 ivine-plagioclase intergrowths 75X altered to
brown cloy. 5X PIag ioc lose blodes. Iaths. and
micraphenacrysts in an aphanitic dark gray
groundmoss. 79 em .. 1<>2 = 80 degrees. 21 Dike.
micravesicular. 5%. 0.1 mm. <1% plagiaclase blodes
~~~~~~~~ and laths in a I ight gray aphanitic groundmoss. 195
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
assive CALCITE.
11 DIKE. I ithology as in unit 2 above; 258 cm. 1<>2 =
85 degrees. 21 Breccia, clasts vesicular 25%. 1 mm;
lX olivine phenacryoto and 01 ivine-plagiaclaoe
intergrowths oltered to brown cloy. 3% plagioclose
laths in a dork groy ophanitic groundmass; 16 cm ..
Thin matrix is block cloy. Secondary Mineralogy:
~~~~~~~ SHECTITE-CHLORITE. FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
AHORPHOUS SILICA: opal.
11 Volcaniclastics. block clay motrix supports
closts with I ithologies belonging to dike and pi I low
lava units described below; ~3 cm. 1<>2 = 80
degreeo. 21 DIKE. pipe veoicleo ~ em long, 5 mm
diometer. most horizontol; 1% 01 ivine
1~~~~~~~~\microphenocrysts. 5% plagioclose laths in a gray
4 aphanitic groundmoss; 238 cm. 2<>3 = 80 degrees. 3)
Pi I low Lava, veoicular 25X, 1 mm. aphyric
diktytaxitic gray basalt; 21 em. Secondary
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
Descriptions
II, 3) DIKE, sporsely vesicular. 5X, 2 mm; 25X
pi ag iac'l ose laths, blades. rhombs and
microphenocrysts, <1% 01 ivine microphenocrysts
altered black in diktytaxitic I ight gray matrix;
213, 21 em. 21 Dike, avesiculo~ IX plagioclose
blades and laths in a gray aphanitic matrix. Top
contact is distinct, bottom barely discernible. Unit
becomes more diktytaxitic toward bottom; "I~ cm. 1<>2
= 60, 2<>3 = 55 degrees. Secondary Mineralogy:
U~RTZ CRYST~LS.
11 DIKE. oparoely veoiculor 5%. 2 mm; 25%
pi og ioc lose blades, loths. rhombs. ond
microphenocrysts in a I ight gray diktytaxitic
matrix; 305 em. Secondary Mineralogy: common
E-SULFIDES: pyrite .
II DIKE, I itho logy as in uni t 1 above; 27"1 cm.
Secondory Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
1) DIKE, I ithology as in unit 1 above; 305 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE,
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
1) DIKE. I itholagy as in unit 1 above; 27'1 em.
Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite .
11 DIKE. sparsely vesicular 5%, 2 mm; first 90 em of
bax. grades to avesicular; 25% plagioclase blades,
loths. rhombs. ond microphenocrysts in a light groy
diktytaxitic matrix grades to halocrystal line
texture last 120 em of box; 27"1 em. Secondary
Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
21 DIKE. see previous poge for unit description.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, white
veo ic Ie f i I ling.
1I DIKE, aves icu Iar, 15X pi ag ioc lose blades, laths,
rhombs and microphenocrysts Increases to 25X
downward through box; <IX 01 ivine microp'henocrysts
altered block; rare pyrite phenocrysts (71 may be
altered 01 ivine; al I in on increasingly diktytaxitic
I ight gray matrix. 27'1 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
~MORPHOUS SILIC~, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11 DIKE. I ithology os in unit 1 obove; 290 em.
Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11 DIKE, sparsely vesicular 5X, 2 mm; plagioclase X
drops through box but unit becomes gross groined.
ho Iocrysto I I ine, segregated into plogioclose,
al ivine (unalteredl. and augite. Vesicles are
fi I led with black cloy. Bottom dip lost in rubble at
contact; 16'1 cm. 21 Dike, micravesiculor 15%, <1 mm;
7% pi ag ioc lase blades. laths, rhombs and
microphenocrysts in a dark gray aphanitic matrix
somewhot oltered to smectite; 110 em. Secondory
ineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE. FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11 DIKE. micravesiculor 5X, <1 mm; IX plagioclase
blades and laths in a dark gray aphanitic matrix
altered to smectite; 97 em. 1<>2 = 55 degrees. 21
Dike, microvesicular 5X, <1 mm; 25X plagioclase
blodes. loths, rhombs. and microphenocrysts in 0
gray matrix which is aphanitic at top contact but
becomes pronouncedly diktytaxitic through the box;
162 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
E-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11 DIKE, aves icu lor, 50X pi og iac lose blodes, laths,
rhombs. ond microphenocrysts form a felted. seriote,
holocrystal I ine texture. Crystals are plagioclase.
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
Descriptions
1) DIKE, becomes sporsely vesicular 50X through box,
5%, 2 mm; 35% pi 09 ioc lase b Iodes, laths, rhombs and
microphenocrysts In a unit which grodes from
halocryotal I ine to denoely phyric diktytaxitic gray
baoalt; 2'30 em. Ve~icle~ fi I led with black clay.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 DIKE, see 'previous page for unit description.
Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
1) DIKE. sparsely vesicular 7%. 1 mm; 25%
pi 09 iac lase bIodes, laths, rhambs and
microphenocrysts in 0 light groy diktytoxitic
matrix; 305 cm. Vesicles fi I led with black clay.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
1) DIKE, sparse Iyves icu lor 5%, 2 mm; 25%
plagioclase blade~ laths. rhombo and
micraphenacry~t~ in a I ight gray diktytaxitic
motrix; 27'l cm. Vesicles fi I led with block cloy.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, abundant
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
1) DIKE, aves icu lor, 50% pi og ioc lose blodes, laths,
rhombo and microphenacryoto form felted oeriate
texture enclosing augite and 01 ivine crystals, unit
is ho Iocrysto I I ine block ond white gobbro; 27'l em.
Secondor Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
F - :' Y
11 DIKE, I ithalagy a~ in unit 1 above; 290 em.
Secondory Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORIT~
fE-SULfIDES: pyrit~ GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. XRD:
anhydrite.
1) DIKE. microveoicular 5%. <1 mm; 25% plagioclase
bIade~, Iath~, rhomb~ and microphenocry~t~ ina
light groy diktytaxitic matrix; 290 em. Lorger
vesicles fi I led with block cloy. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUM/A~HYDRITE .
11 DIKE, sparsely vesiculor 10%, <1 mm; 25%
pi og ioc lose blodes, laths, rhombs and
micraphenocry~t~ in a I ight gray diktytaxitic









v V V V 11 VOLCANICLASTICS, I i tho Iogy o~ in un it 2 above;
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
11 YOLCANICLASTIC~ lithology 05 in unit 1 above.
Smal I areos of vesiculation suggest vesicular pi I 10H
lava, 7-10% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
microphenocrysts, oltered iridescent block; "lSS cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
1I VOLCANICLASTICS. I itho logy a:: in un it 1 above;
2"1"1 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
II, 21 PILLOW LAVA, sl ightly altered, vesicular
potches 15%. 1 mm; 10% plogioclase laths in a dark
gray diktytaxitic matrix 3 cm green cloy at
contacts; 196, 63 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: abundont
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, albite[?l, SMECTITE-CHLORITE .
Lithology
l
~~ l~® 11, 2), 3), ~I PILLOW LAVA. altered. ve5icular <1X.0. .0. concentrated taHard cantacto. fill ed ~ i th omect i te,
5-7% plagioclase laths in a dork gray feldspothic
matrix; 17, 16"l, '31. 22 cm. Secondary
~®~] r~ Minerology:GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,




V V V V 1I VOLCANICLASTICS, I itho Iagy as in un it 1 above;
VVVVVVVV ves icu Ior segments, 20%, <1 mm; suggest ves icu Ior









I~J l~ decreases daHnHard through box; 5-7X 01 ivine
phenocrysts altered iridescent block, 10-15%
[(®~] r~ plagioclase laths in 0 dark gray aphanitic matrix, 2
~ ~ cm gray green cla~ at contoct5; 25~ cm. Secondary
~ Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. XRD: CALCITE, sanidine,
~[~~I\gypsum(?l. ZEOLITES: analcime(?I. cd?).
-= 11, 21, "lJ PILLOW LAVA, altering to smectite,
~[i
sl ightly vuggy, 5-10% plagioclose laths, <1% 01 ivine(~ r® phenocryets, a Iter ing to emect i te, ina fe Idepoth ic
~ ~ matrix; 166, 71. 31 cm .. 31 Volcaniclastics,
aphyric glossy closts in on aphanitic groundmoss; 14
cm. Secondory Mineralog~: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,(r@'I (r@ I\FE-SULFIDES: pyr i te, GIPSUM/I1NHYORITE. CALCITE.
.~ .~~ 11. 21 PILLOW LAVA, vesiculor, 20%, 1 mm, fi I led
~~~~~~~ ~ith block cloy; 15% plagiacla::o loth:: in a dark
~ ~] gray aphanitic matrix altered tOHard smectite; 260,r®' r®' "lS cm. Secondary Minero logy: CALCITE,
~ ~ GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, abundant FE-SULFIDES: pyrite. XRD:
:, anhydrite, SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
l
~ ~® 1) VOLCANICLASTICS. gray green cloy; 17 cm. 21
18\ 18\ I~Pi IloH Lava. avesicular. lithology as in unit 1
.\;1. .\;1. above; 12 cm. Secondory Minerology: olbite [71
i ';:~~8-:~"=""~~ SMECTITE-CHLORITE FE-SULFIDES: pyr iteo
-r:~ r~ RD: GYPSUllIANHYDRITE. CALCITE. End HO core.
(~ r®' Beg in NO core. 11 PILLOW LAVA. 1itho logy os in
~ ~ unit 1 obove. block clot at contact::; 305 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.









V V V v V v 1J VOLCANICLASTICS, ent ire un itis 0 Itered to
VVVVVVV 5mect ite and brecc iated to 50ndy "gru5 ", un i t i5 too
V -v -v 0 Itered to d i5cern ::tructure or phenocry::t5 content,
V V V V 1\ gray green in co Ior; 2"1"1 cm. Secondary Minero logy:
VVVVVVVV I \SMECTITE-CHLORITE GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
V V V V IJ VOLCANICLASTICS, Iithology as in unit 1 above. 3%
V V V V 01 ivine microphenocrysts visible os block cloy; 2"l"l
VVVVVVVV cm. Secondary Minero logy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE
TemplC)
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5) PILLOW LAVA, ~ee next poge for de:scription of unit
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES.
1). ZI, 31 PILLOW LAV~ I ithology a.. in unit 1
above; 38, 152, 103 em .. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
II Hyalocla"tite, I ithology a.. in unit 2 above; 95
cm. 21, 31, "11, 51 PILLOW LAV~ <IX ve"icle" in
areo" near contact", <1% 01 ivine microphenocry"t"
and 1-3% pi ag ioc I a"e rhomb.., Iath.. and .
microphenocrY6t6 in 0 dark gray aphanitic to
feldspothic motrix; 3~ 3~ 5~ 57 em. Secondory
Minerology: SMECTITE-CHLORIT( QUARTZ CRYSTALS,
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
II, 21, 31, "1) PILLOW LAV~ 6porse voids fi I led with
block clay, 1 mm bluish white spots may be Pi I led
vesicles or altered 01 ivine phenocrysts, 7-10%
plagioclase rhombs, blade~ lath~ and
microphenocrysts in a dark gray aphanitic matrix;
1~ 62, '19, 137 em. Contacts 2-'1 cm volcaniclostite
altered to gray clay. Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE,
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
II PILLOW LAVA (71, I ithology a.. in unit 1 above;
151 cm .. 21 Hyalocla..tit~ altere~ cla"t" ve.. icular
1-3%, 1% plagiocla"e rhomb~ loth.. and
microphenocry6ts in a dork gray aphanitic to
feldspathic matrix supported by pole groy colcitic
sediment oltering to clay6; 125 em. secondary
Minerology: GYPSOM/ANHYDRIT( FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
chalco rite, OUARTZ CRYSTALS ZEOLITES
1), 21 PILLOW LAVA, sparse voids 1~ 5 mm; 7%
plagioclase laths in a dark gray aphanitic matrix, 2
cm green cloy at contact .. ; 3B, 90 em. 31 Pi IloH
Lavo, 'Ie" icu lor, 3%, 1 mm; 5% 0 I ivine phenocry:st:s
altered to black cloy in a gray aphanitic matrix;
152 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
fE-SULFIDES: pyrite, CALCIT( ZEOLITES (71
XRD: mordenite.
1), 21, 31, "11, 51, 6), 7) PILLOW LAVA, <1% vesicles
filled with cloy, 3-5% pi ag ioc I ci..e rhomb", Ioth" and
microphenocry"t" in a dark gray aphanitic to
feld"pathic motrix. Golde~ gla....y rind" ot
contact,,; 50, "1"1, "1"1, 1"1, "11, 35, "19 cm. Secondory
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORIT( FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUM/A~HYDRITE.
II, 2) Dike, lithology 05 in unit 2 cDove; "1, 12 em.
31 PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in unit 1 above; 257
em. Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite in
groundmas5, cha Icopyr iteo GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
1) PILLOW LAVA, altere~ 3-5X plagiocla"e rhomb",
loth" and micraphenocryoto in a dark gray matrix,
pyrite present throughout; 225 em. Narrow block
glas6 rind6 at contact. 21 Dik~ vesicular <1%, 1%
altered 01 ivine phenocrY6t~ 01 ivine-plagiacla6e
intergrawth6, plagioclase lath~ and
micraphf?nocrysts, ina micracrysta I line f e Idspath ic
matr ix, less 0 I tered than un it L BO cm. Secondory
Minerology: FE-SULFIDES: pyrit~ SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
UARTZ CRYSTALS, CALCITE
ScientiFic Observation
Site 2 Elevation 280 ft
Lithology
1) PILLOW LAVA, zones or up to 3% vesicles, 1-3%
pi ag ioc Ia"e rhomb", Iath.. and microphenocry:st" ina
dark gray groundma"" oltering to ..mectite; Z80 cm.
+,;::::;:~~+,;::::;:;:~ Z), 31 Dike, lithology 0 .. in unit 2 above; 8, 3 cm.
Secondory Mineralogy: OUARTZ CRYSTAL~
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, ZEOLITES (7).
II PILLOW LAVA, ve6icular 3~ 2 mm; 1% 01 ivine
phenocrY6t6 altered to block cloy in a gray
aphanitic matrix; 250 em. 21, 31 Dike, vesicles
parol lei to contact, ophyric 0ghonitic gray basalt;
1~ 16 cm. 1<>2 = 35, 1<>3 = 5 degrees. '11
l;~~~+;~~~HyaloClastite, 5 mm dark gray basaTt clasts in a

































CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
1) DIKE, I itho logy a::l in un it 1 above, intrude::l un it
2; 1'15 cm. 1<>2 = 65 degrees. 21 DIKE, lX plagioclase
laths in a ho Iocrysta I line matrix; 130 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, DUARTZ CRYSTALS,
FE-SULFIDES: rite GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11, 21, 31, 51 PILLO~ LAVA, altered, <1% altered
01 ivine and plagioclase microphenocrysts in a gray
feldspothic matrix, gold-green on fractures; 1D~
37, 23, 128 em. '11 Dike, «1% vesicles, <1% 01 ivine
microphenocryst5 and 1% plagiocla5e laths in a gray
feldspothic motrix, intrudes pj.llow lova pi Ie; 28
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
ZEOLITES: natro lite 171, AMORPHOUS SILICA,
UARTZ CRYSTAL~ FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11 DIKE, sparsely vesicular, 1%, 3 mm; aphyric
diktytaxitic hoi ocrysta I line groy bosolt; 305 em.
Secondary Mineralagy:OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES:
yrite.
11 DIKE, avesicular, 1% plagioclase laths in a gray
feldspathic, diktytaxitic matrix; 139 cm. 21
Carbonate Mud, light gray matr ix supports <1 mm
angulor basalt clasts rimmed with calcite; 15 em.
1<>2 = 6~ 2<>3 = 20 degree5. 31 Dike, avesicular,
<lX 01 ivine phenocrysts and microphenocrysts altered
to block cloy, and plagioclase laths in 0 gray
aphanitic matrix; 120 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, AMORPHOUS SILICA, FE-SULFIDES:
yr ite, CALCITE.
II PILLOW LAVA, I ithology os in unit 1 above; 305
em. Secondary Minerology: AMORPHOUS SILICA,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. See next 0 e for BOX 13~.
11, 31 PILLOW LAVA 171, 10-15% plagioclase laths, 5%
oltered 01 ivine microphenocrysts ond
01 ivine-plagiaclase intergroHth~ and <1% augite
blade6 in a dark gray diktytoxitic matrix; 17~ 78
cm. 1<>2 = 60 degrees. 21, '1) Dike, <1% vesicles,
«1 mm; <1% 01 iVlne microphenocrysts and plagioclose
laths in a blue-gray aphanitic-feldspathic matrix,
dark claY6 at contact; 7, 5 em. Secondary
Mineralagy:SMECTITE-CHLORITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS,
E-SULFIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
II, 21, 31, 51 DIKE, I ithology as in unit 2 above;
5, 18, 21, 7 em. Chi I1 rinds and green cloy at
contacts. .,) Dike (11, 1% al ivine microphenocryst~
lOX plogiocla6e6 laths, and <1% augite in a
halocrystal I ine matrix; '11 cm. 5<>6 = 60 degrees.
61 Dike, sporsely vesicular, 1% 01 ivine
microphenocrysts and 3% plagioclase laths in a
ho IocrY6ta I I ine matrix; 196 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, fE-SULfIDES:
yrite, OUARTZ CRYSTALS, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11, 31, 51 Hyoloclostite, ophyric, ophonitic,
avesicular dark gray basalt clasts in gray green
cloy; 30, 22, 18 em. 21, '1), 61 PILLO~ LAV~
vesicular areas 20%, 1 mm, aphyric, aphanitic gray
bosolt; '16, 151, 28 em. Secondory Mineralogy:
MECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
Lithology
11 PILLOW LAVA, vesiculor oreos 15%, 2 mm; aphyric
gray basalt grades from aphanitic to diktytaxitic
no IocrY6ta I line texture; 290 em. Secondary
~==;~~~~~ Mineralogy: CALCITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS, abundant
FE-SULFIDES: pyr ite,
11 Pi I low Lava, avesiculor, <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts
in a dark gray aphanitic matrix; '13 cm. 21
Volcaniclastic6, altered to gray green cloy; 26 cm ..
2<>3 = '15 degrees. 31, '11 DIKE, avesicular, <1%
01 ivine phenocrysts altered to block cla~ <1%
j~~~~~~~I\plagiocla5e lath5 in a dark gray aphanitic matrix;1'16, 70 em. 3<>'1 = '1~ '1<>5 = 35 degrees. 51
Pi Ilow Lava, avesicular, aphyric, diktytaxitic,
reldspathic gray basalt; '1 em. Secondory
1ineralogy: AMORPHOUS SILIC~ FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
II PILLOW LAV~ avesicular, <1% 01 ivine
microphenocrY5t5 and 01 ivine-plagiocla5e
intergrowths altered to block cloy in 0 diktytoxitic
roy motrix; 27'1 cm. Secondary Minerology'
UARTZ CRYSTALS, massive GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
ROD
(J-UJ ·SUi~ .
I 0 I - ......... '0--
• Q) cu C c ......... a..
(J)Nu..U<<CXW
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
Descriptions
131 ::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::
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11 PILLOW LAVA (71, top 210 cm. vesicular 30%, R. 1
mm; vesicles fi I led with white clay, 5% 01 ivine
phenocrysts altered to black iridescence in a gray
aphanitic matrix somewhat altered to cloy, graaes
into open ves ic Ies 15%, SA, 2 mm, aphyr ic,
diktytaxitic gray matrix also somewhot altered; 290
em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
CALCITE, FE-SULFIDES: yrite.
1) PILLOW LAVA, 1 - 3% vesicles, I ithology as in
unit 1 above; 222 cm. 2) Pi I low Lov~ 10% vesicles,
I ithology os in unit 1 above; 35 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE. ZEOLITE~
GYPSUM/A~HYDRITE. XRD: chlorite-smectite < 80%
chlorite, analcime, trace OUARTZ CRYSTAL~
trace feldspar [71, plagioclase.
1) PILLOW LAVA (71. I itho logy 00 in bottom of un i t 1
above, becomes 30% vesicular R, 1 mm, fi I led with
block or white cloy, 1% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
matrix altered 05 in unit 1 above; 27~ cm. Secondary
Mineralo : SMECTITE-CHLORITE FE-SULFIDES: rite.
11 PILLOW LAVA (71, 10% vesicles, ophyric groy
aphanitic to feldspathie fractured groundmoss; 81
em. 2) Pi Ilow Lava (71, 5% vesicles, I ithology as
in unit 1; 183 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:















.. .. 11 PILLOW LAVA (71, "I-lOX vesicles, «1% 01 ivine
.. ... microphenocrysts ina dark gray ophon itic to
R- . . 5250 fe Idspath ic groundmass. r ractured and brecc iated at
•
. tOE!; 229 cm. Secondary Minero logy:
~"'''-': .. . . SMECTITE-CHLORITE, ZEOLITES: natro lite (7).
~~. .. ... GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE (7).
_
~~ 1) PILLOW LAVA (71, 15% vesicles, «1% 01 ivine
micraphenocrysts in a gray aphanitic to sl ightly
~ feldspathic groundmoss fractured throughout; 274 em.
~ Secondary Mineralogy: ZEOLITES; natrollte (71,
~~~·~~~~·_·-+-5260~~~~~~~ FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, SMECTITE-CHLORITE, mossive11 CALCITE
.~ .
~ 5230 1I PILLOlJ LAVA, ves icu Iar, <1% 0 I ivine
microphenocrysts and 01 ivine plagioclase
intergrowths a Itered to black clay, in on aphan itic
gray matrix; 176 cm. 21 Volcaniclastics, clasts
vesicular 15%, 2 mm; 50% of vesicles fi I led with
calcite or quartz, matrix is gray green clay; 116
I~~~ em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
rr CALCITE, AMORPHOUS SILICA, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE,
~~-I-··_···_···_···_···_····+-52"10 f~~8~~~ ,::-OU:-A-::-R=:-TZ-:-=:CR-:-Y-:-ST:-A:-L_S.-=----,--------:--:------,,...-----,-------1
I
~ 1I PILLOlJ LAVA, fractured and brecc iated at the top
~ . and bottom of the box, <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
~ ...
:.: :................ microphenocrysts in a dark gray feldspathicgrounrlmoss; 259 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE .
C- .
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
11 PILLOW LAVA (71, I ithalagy as in unit 1 above;
305 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11. 31 PILLO~ LAVA. 10% vesicles in a gray aphanitic
to feldspathic graundmass; 38. 198 cm. 1(>2 = 65
degrees. 21 Dike. 1-3% 01 ivine phenocrysts, <1%
olivine plogiaclose intergrowths and plagioclase
laths in a blue-gray feldspothic groundmoss; 30 cm.
2(>3 • 60 degreeo. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11 PILLOW LAVA (71, I itholagy as in unit 1 abave;
305 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
FE-SULFIDES: chalcopyrite.
11 PILLOW LAVA (71, vesicular 30%, 1 mm; 100% of
vesicles fi I led with Hhite or block cla~ 1% 01 ivine
phenocrysts altered to block iridescence in 0 dark
gray aphanitic matrix oameHhat altered taHard
smectite; 27'1 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA (71, vesicular 30%, 1 mm; 100% of
vesicles fi I led with block or white cloy, 1% 01 ivine
phenocryoto altered to black irideocence in a dark
gray matrix Hell altered toward smectite; 27~ cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11, 21 PILLO~ LAVA, veoicular 7-10~ 100% fi I led
with smectite; <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts in a dark
gray feldspathic matrix, red cloy at contacts; 135,
136 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite
cube~ SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
1), 21. 31. '11. 6J, 7) PILLO~ LAVA, vesicular
10-15%, 100% fi I led with omectite, dark gray
aphanitic basalt. Zones of fracturing and rubble;
20, 132, 61, 36, '3, 18 cm. 51 Volcaniclastics,
altered, fractured, and mineral ized; B cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: maooive CALCITE, ZEOLITES,
QUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
1) PILLOW LAVA, vesicular, 30%, 1 mm at top, grades
to 5%, 5 mm lost bO cm, 100% of vesicles fi Iled with
black or white cla~ 1% 01 ivine phenocrysts altered
ta black irideocence in a dark gray matrix Hel I
altered toward smectite; 27~ cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA, I ithalagy as in unit 1 above, but
completely altered to smectite and portly crushed to
sandy rubble; 27'1 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA (71, see previous page for unit
description. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES: yrite.
11 PILLO~ LAVA (71, vesicular 30%, 1 m~ 100% of
vesicles fi I led with greenish white clay; 1% al ivine
phenacrysts altered ta block iridescence in on
aphanitic dork gray motrix greatly altered toward
~~~ smectite; 290 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
~ SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
LithologyROD
Ia-.._...._... _...._...._...._...._....-+.. 5390 ~~~~§
11 PILLOW LAVA, lithology 05 in unit 1 above, but
completely altered to smectite and portly crushed to
sondy rubble; 305 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
1) PILLOW LAVA, aveoicular, 3% 01 ivine phenacryoto
and 01 ivine-plagiaclase intergrowths, altered block
in a Fractured dark gray aphanitic matrix altered
toward smectite and crushed to rubble; 305 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11, 21, 31, 51, 61 PILLOW LAVA, avesicular, 3%
01 ivine phenocrysts and 01 ivine-plogioclaee
intergrowths relatively unaltered In a dark gray
aphanitic matrix, black cloy ot contacts. Units
1+2+3 = 41 c~ 3~ 190 cm. 41 Dik~ sparsely
vesicular at contacts, <1% plagioclase laths in a
dark gray aphanitic matrix; 13 em. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS,
E-SULfIDES: pyrite.
11, 41 Pi I low Lava, <1% 01 ivine-plagioclase
intergrowths in 0 groy Feldspathic graundmass; 22,
53 em. 1<>2 = 35 degrees. 21 DIKE, avesicular, 1%
01 ivine phenocrysts in a gray feldspathic
groundmass. Intr~des pi 1 lows; 49 em. 31 Dike, 3%
veSicles, <11 olivine phenocrysts and plagioclase
laths in a gray diktytaxitic groundmass; 152 em.
3<>'l • 'l0 degreeo. Secandory Mineralogy:
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE,
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11, 21, 31, 'll PILLOW LAVA, avesicular, 3%
01 ivine-plogiaclose intergrowthS, sl ightly altered
in a gray aphonitic matrix partly crushed to rubble;
28, 6~ 90, 120 em. Gold chi I I rind5. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
1) PILLOW LAVA, ovesicular, 3% 01 ivine
microphenocrysts and 01 ivine-plagioclase
intergrowths relotively unoltered in 0 dark gray
aphanitic matrix somewhat Fractured and altered
tOHard omectite; 27'l cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11, 21,' 31, 41 PILLOW LAVA, vesicular 5%, oriented
at "l0 degrees; <1% 01 ivine ehenocryste in a gray
aphanitic groundmass; 77, 6~ 7, 68 em. Green clay
at contacts, red cloy at 3()'l. 51 Pill ow Lava,
avesicular, 1% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
01 ivine-plogioclose intergrowths in a gray
Feldspathic groundmass; 60 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
FE-SULFIDES: yrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA, lithology a:l in unit 1 above; 22 em.
21, 31, 'll Pi I low Lava, <1X 01 ivine phenocrysts in 0
gray Feldspathic matrix, highly Fractured; 89, 67,
59 em. 51 Volconiclastics, closts with lithology
05 in unit 2, in a cloy matrix; "13 em. Secondary
Mineralogy: OUARTZ CRYSTALS, ZEOLITES,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11, 21, 31, 'll PILLOW LAVA, avesicular, <lX 01 ivine
microphenacrysts altered block in a dark gray
aphanitic matrix portly crushed to rubble and
01 ightly altered; 'l3, 58, 129, 60 cm.Secondary
Mineralogy: OU~RTZ CRYSTALS, GYPSUM/~NHYORITE.
11, 4) HYALOCLASTITE, 1 cm angular clasts in block
clay; 90, 30 em. 21 Pi I low Lov~ I ithology as in
unit 1 above; 59 em. 31 Dike, 1% plagiocla5e
laths in on aphanitic dark gray matrix; 80 cm. 3<>'l
= 40 degrees. Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULfIDES,
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
Lithology
11 PILLOW LAV~ 1-3% vesicular, 100 X Fi I led with
smectite, 1-'l% al ivine phenocrysts and
microphenocrysts in a green-gray aphanitic to
feldspothic graundmass altered ta smectite; 158 cm.










11 PILLOW LAVA, altere~ vesicular 30%, 1 mm; 100%
fi 1led with block cloy, lX 01 ivine phenocrysts and
mierophenocryoto oltered to block irideocence in a
dark groy motrix portly crushed ta sondy rubble; 305
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
11, 21, 31 PILLOW LAVA, <IX 01 ivine microphenacrsyts
in a Froctured gray Feldspathic matrix; 99, 150, "13
em. Secondory Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE,
CALCITE. XRD: plagioclase + quartz [71.
1), 21, 31 PILLO~ LAVA, I ithology as in unit 1
obave; 132, 11"1, "1"1 em. Secandory Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
1) DIKE, ave~iculor. 5% plogiocla~e microphenocry~t~
in a Feldspathic, diktytaxitic gray matrix; 305 em.
Secondory Hineralogy: OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
I), 2), 31, "I) PILLOW LAVA, avesiculaG <IX al ivine
microphenocrysts altered black in a dark gray
aphanitic matrix portly altered and crushed to
rubble. Gold chi I I rinds brecciated and inFi I led
with black clay or anhydrite; 6'3, 12Q 56, 60 em.
Secondary Mineralogy: OUARTZ CRYSTALS,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
II, 31, "II, 51, 6), 71, '3) PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as
in unit 1 above; 7, 69, 51, "17, 17, 17, 22 em. 21,
81 Dike, avesicular, 1% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
microphenocrysts, 1-2 %01 ivine-plagiaclase
intergrowths, <IX plagioclase laths and
microphenacrysts in a gray Feldspathic matrix. Thin
chi I I rind at contacts; 5, 2"1 em. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, ZEOLITE~
OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
11 PILLOW LAVA [dike?I, vesicular 3%, 1% 01 ivine
phenocryst5, 1% plagiocla5e laths, and <1%
al ivine-plogiacla~e-pyrite intergroHth~. Unit~ 1
and 2 are mixed; 250 em. 21 Dike, avesicular, 3-5X
01 ivine phenocrysts and <1% plagioclase microloths
in a groy aphanitic to Feldspathic motrix; "17 em.
Seconaary Hineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
QUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11 DIKE see next a e ror unit descri tion.
1) PILLO~ LAVA, I ithology a~ in unit 3 above, unit
is swirled in with unit 2 For 150 em.; 106 em. 21
Pi I low Lav~ vesicular 20%, 1 mm, 100X Fi I led with
green clay, 2% plagioclase laths, 1%
01 ivine-plagiocla~e intergrowth~ in a diktytaxitic
gray matrix sl i9ht1y altered toword smectite; 168
em. Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
Descriptions
I), 21, 31, "II, 5) PILLO~ LAVA, <LX al ivine
phenocrysts and microphenocrysts in a gray
micracrystol line Feldspathic matri~ gold chi II
rinds ond radial Fractures at contacts; 68, 75, 51,
3'3, "10 em. Secondary Mineralagy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
QUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11, 31 DIKE, avesiculor, 3X 01 ivine phenocrysts, <1%
01 ivine-plagioclase intergrowths, and 1-2%
plagiocla5e laths in a dork gray aphanitic to
feld~pathic matrix; 27, 252 em. 2) Pi I low Lava
[dike?), <IX vesicles, IX 01 ivine phenocrysts and
01 ivine-plagioclose intergrowths, and 1-2%
plogioclase lath5 in a gray diktytaxitic matrix; 11
em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA, I itho logy as in un it 1 obove; 105
em. 21 Pi I low Lovo [dike?), ovesicular, 5X
plogioclo~e lath~ in an aphanitic dark gray matrix;
36 em. 3) Pi I low Lava, avesicular, 3% plagioclase
laths, 2% 01 ivine-plagiaclase intergrowths in a gray
diktytoxitic Feldspathic matrix, aphanitic near end
~~~ of box; 1"1'3 em. Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE,
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
11 DIKE, avesicular, aphyric dark gray aphanitic
basalt; 3 em. 21 Pi I low Lava, vesicular 10%, 3 mm,
25% of vesicles fi I led with gray-green cloy, 2%
plagioclase laths in a diktytaxitlc feldspathic gray
matrix. 302 em .. 1<>2 = 80 degrees. Secandary
Mineralogy: CALCITE, QUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES:
yrite.
11, 21, 31 PILLO~ LAVA, sparsely vesicular 5~ 1 mm;
<lX 01 ivine-plagioclase intergrowths, 2X plagioclase
loths in 51 ightly diktytaxitic gray matrix; 119, 51,
125 em. Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE, FE-SULFIDES:
yrite, OUARTZ CRYSTALS, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
1) Dike, I ithology as in unit 2 abave; 5<1 em. 21
PILLOW LAVA, <lX vesicles, 2-3% 01 ivine phenocrysts,
<1% plagioclase laths in a gray diktytaxitie motrix;
197 em. 31 Dike, lithology 05 in unit 2 above; 90
em. ~I Pi Ilow Lava, I ithology as in unit 2; bern.
Secondary Mineralogy: GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE FE-SULFIDES:
yrite, SMECTITE-CHLORITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
1) PILLO~ LAV~ vesicular <IX, 5 mm; IX 01 ivine
p'henocryst~ <lX plogiaclose loths in 0 gray
diktytaxitie matrix. 187 em. 1<>2 = ~O degrees. 21
Dike, 2% 01 ivine phenocrysts, <1% plagioclase laths
in a gray aphanitic matrix altering to dark
green/block cloys. 109 em. Secondary minerology:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, fE-SULfIDES: pyrite,
UARTZ CRYSTALS, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE,
nd occasional albite (?).
II DIKE, lithology 09 in unit 2 above; 198 em. 21
Pi I low Lav~ avesicular, IX plagioclase blades and
laths in a gray green matrix altered.toward
smectite; 3b em. 31 Pi I low Lava, avesicular, IX
01 ivine-plogioclase intergrowths, 2% plagioclose
laths in on aphanitic darK gray matrix; ~O em.
ecandary Mineralogy: CALCIT~ FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
MECTITE-CHLORITE.
II PILLO~ LAVA, avesicular, <IX 01 ivine-plagiaclase
intergrowths in a 51 ightly diktytaxitic I ight gray
matrix. 27~ em. Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE.
Lithology
j~~~~~~~~1 1) Pi I low Lava, I ithology as in unit 1 above; 117
r em. 1<>2 = 40 degrees. 21 DIKE, avesicular, <IX
plagioclase microphenocrysts in a dark gray motrix
aphonitic to diktytaxitic feldspathic; 173 em.
Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE, QUARTZ CRYSTALS,
E-SULFIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11 DIKE, avesicular, lX plagioclase microphenocrysts
in a feldspathic diktytaxitlc gray matrix; 70 cm.
1<>2 - 0 degrees. 21 Dik~ avesicular, IX 01 ivine
microphenacrysts altered black, <lX plagioclase
microphenocrysts in a I ight gray diktytaxitic
feldsp'athic matrix; 1~~ cm. 2<>3 = 35 degrees. 3)
B~§~8=§~HDike (?), sparsely vesicular, 5X 2 mm, 100X fi lied
with white cloy, <1% 01 ivine microphenocrysts, <1%
plogioclose loths in a mottled diktytoxitic
felaspathic matrix sl ightly altered toward smectite;
~5 em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE
UARTZ CRYSTALS. '
11 PILLO~ LAVA, I itholagy 05 in unit 2 obove. Dork
gray unit with same Iitnology is swirled in 30 em
above contact; 297 em. 21 PI I low Lava breccia,
,~~~~~~~~' avesiculor, aphyric clasts with distinct chi I1 rinds
~ in gray green clay; 8 cm. Secondary Minerology:
UARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
II, 31 PILLO~ LAV~ <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts in 0
gray feldspathic matrix; 2~1, <11 em. 21 Pi I low
Lava, (dike?l, IX 01 ivine phenocrysts, IX
plagioclase laths in a dark gray diktytaxitic
,~~~~~~~~Imatrix; 7 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
~ SMECTITE-CHLORITE, QUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES:
yrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
ROD
II, 21, 31, ~J PILLO~ LAVA, I ithalagy as in unit 1
above, gold chi I I rinds and radial fractures ot
contact; IS, 75, 117, 68 em. Secondary
Mineralogy:SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, ZEOLITES, OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
See next page for description of BOX 187.
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
1), 31 Pi I low Lava, <1% 01 ivine-plagioclaoc
intergrowths and al ivine microphenocrysts altered
black in a dark gray, frocturea aphanitic matrix,
gold chi I I rinds at contacts; 80, 30 em. 1<>2 = 60
degreeo. 21 DIKE, microveoicular, 1%, 1 mm, fi I led
with quartz; aphyric I ight gray aphanitic basalt;
180 em. 2<>3 = 80 degrees. Seconaary Mineralogy:
CALCITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite .
11, 3), 51, 6) PILLOW LAVA, lithology ao in unit 1
above; 6~ 2"1, 11, 71 cm. 21, 11 Pi I low Lava
breccia, angular clasts with above I ithalogy in
green clay; 20, ~7 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
~UARTZ CRYSTALS, SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
CALCITE, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. XRD:
plagioclase + quartz, anhydrite, trace calcite.
11 PILLOW LAVA, <1% 01 ivine-plagioclase intergrowths
and a I ivine micraphenocry5t5. oJ tered black, I n a
gray aphanitic matrix; 2~0 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
CALCITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
11, 21 PILLOW LAV~ avesicular, <1%
01 ivine-plogioclase intergrowths in a dark groy
aphanitic matrix; 15. 38 em. 3) Pi Ilow Lava.
aveoiculor, <1% al ivine-plagioclaoe intergrowtho in
a gray sl ightly diktytaxitic matrix; 237 em. Gold
chi I I rinds at contacts. Units are fractured but
competent. Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE.
~UARTZ CRYSTALS.
1), 21 PILLOW LAVA, aveoicular, 2%
01 ivine-plagioclase intergrowths in a gray aphanitic
matrix; 211, 60 em. Gold chi I I rinds at 1<>2.
Secandary Mineralogy: ~UARTZ CRYSTALS, CALCITE. XRD:
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE + trace cc (71, ZEOLITES: anolcime .
11. 21 PILLOW LAVA. lithology a5 in unit 3 abave;
15, 38 cm. 31 Pi I low Lava, I I tho logy as in un it 3
above but matrix is more aphanitic. Contacts are
gold chi I I rinds. Units are fractured but competent;
15~ em. Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA breccia, 1ithology as in unit 2
above; 8 em. 21, 31, <II Pi I low Lava, <1% 01 ivine
phenocrysts altering to cloys in a gray feldspathic
graundmaoo; 50, 81, 31 em. 51, 6), 71 Pi Ilow Lava,
1-3% vesicular, «1% 01 ivine phenocrysts altered to
clays in a gray feldspathic to diktytaxitic
groundmoss; 23, 18, 5~ em. Secondary Mineralogy:
analcime, OUARTZ CRYSTALS, CALCITE (7),
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, and
SMECTITE-CHLORITE. XRD: anhydrite, trace cc (71,
quartz, ZEOLITES: analcime.
11, 21, 31 PILLOW LAVA, ovesicular, <1% large
01 ivine phenocryoto and microphenocryoto in a gray
feldspathic groundmass, gold glass rinds at
contocts; 33, 217, 25 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
11, 21 PILLOW LAV~ <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
micraphenacrY5t5 in a gray feld5pathic groundma55;
35, 262 em. Golden glaoo and pi I IOH breccia at
1<>2. Secondary Mineralogy: GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE
11, 21, 31, <II, 51, 61, 71 PILLOW LAV/'\, vesicular
15%, 1 mm, aphyric gray aphanitic basalt, green cloy
at cantacto ; 15, 16, 21, 8<1, 30, 33, "16, 32 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE, ~UARTZ CRYSTALS,
~~~ FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11, 21, 31, <II, 51, 61, 71 PILLOW LAVA, vesicular
15%, 1 mm at top of unit, pipe vesicles toward the
bottom; ophyric 51 ightly diktytoxitic gray ba5alt.
2 cm green clay at contacto; 1"1, 78, 37, "1':l, 22, 36,
"18 em. Secondary Mineralogy: massive CALCITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: rite.
LithologyROD
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
11, 21, 31, 51, f,I, 71, 81, 101 PILLOW LAVA, 10-15%
ve5icle5 in a gray diktytaxitie matrix, green cloy
at cantacto; 9, 37, 19, 28, 32, '12, 51, 3'1 cm. 1<>2
shows reverse offset. 'II Pi I low Lava, 3% plagioclase
laths in a dark gray feldspathic matrix; 21 em. '31
Oikel?l, <1% 01 ivine phenocryete in a dark gray
aphanitic matrix; 7 cm. Secondary MineraI09~:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULfIOES:
yrite, CALCITE [?I, ZEOLITES: onalcime.
II PILLOW LAV~ see previous page for unit
de5cription5. Secondory Mineralogy: CALCITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: yrite
II, 21 Oike, I ithology as in unit 2 above; 3, 35 em.
31 PILLOW LAVA, 10% veeiclee, <1% 01 ivine
phenoerY5t5 in a I ight gray feld5pathic matrix; 2'12
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11 DIKE, vesicular «1%, 1 cm; ophyric diktytoxitic
dark gray basalt; 305 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
CALCITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
1l Dike, I ithology as in unit 7 above; 28 cm. 21,
31, '11,51, 61, 71, 81, '31 PILLOW LAVA, 1-10%
ve5icles, pipe vesicles, and vUg5; <1% 01 ivine
microphenocrY5t5 in a gray diktytaxitic matrix,
green clay at contacts; 1~ 5'1, 5~ 2'1, 3~ 1~ 5~
6 em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, CALCITE'I?I.
II, 21, 31, 'II, 51, 61, 71 PILLOW LAVA, vesicular
15%, 1 mm, aphyric gray aphanitic baealt, 2 cm green
clay at contacto; 20, "10, 39, 37, 50, 30, 28 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: OUARTZ CRYSTALS, CALCITE;
SMECTITE-CHLORITE FE-SULFIDES: rite.
11, 21, 31, "11, 5J, 61 PILLOW LAVA, ve5icular 15';, 1
mm, I ined with green clay; aphyr ic gray. aphani tic
basalt; 10, 37, 35, 28, 56, 23 em. 71 Dike, 2%
altered 01 ivine microphenocrysts in a dark gray
aphanitic matrix; 99 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS,
E-SULFIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
II Pi I low Lova, vesiculor 15%, 1 mm; sl ightly
diktytaxitic gray ba5alt; 1~ em. 1<>2 = 25 degreee.
21 DIKE, ave51cular, ophyric, diktytaxitic dark gray
booalt; 27 cm. 2<>3 • 35 degreeo. 31 Dike,
I ithology as in unit 3 above; 187 em: 3<>'1 = 55
degreee. '11 Hyolocla5tite, green cloy eupporting 10
cm pi Ilm-l5 with lithology a5 in unit 1: 51 cm. Sf,
6J Dike, lithology 00 in unit 3 above but motrix io
aphanitic; 17, 18 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
E-SULFIDES: pyrite, OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
11, 31, 51 DIKE, microvesieular, <lX 01 ivine
microphenocryete in a light groy diktytoxitic
matrix; 7, 7, 116 cm. 21, "1) Dike, 1% 01 ivine
phenocryoto and plogioclaoe latho in a dark gray
feldspathic matrix; 56, "l em, 61, 71 Pi Ilow Lava,
lithology ae in unit 3 above; f,9, '11 em. Secondory
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, QUARTZ CRYSTALS,
FE-SULFIDES: yrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
6) PILLOW LAVA, 5ee next page for unit de5eription.
Secondory Minerology:SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS FE-SULFIDES rite.
Lithology
II 21, 31, 'II, 61, 71, 81 PILLOW LAVA, lX-lOX
veeiclee, <1% 01 ivine phenocryste in a gray
f e Id5poth ie matr ix, clay at contact5; 6, 28, 31, '18,
'16, '12, 78 cm. 5) Dike, lithology ao in unit 9
above; 'I em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SI1ECTITE-CHLORITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIOES:
i..';:;:;:;::;::;:J.~:;:;~ pyrite, CALCITE. XRO: GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE, trace cc [?l.
II, '11, 51 Pi Ilow Lava, ve5icular 15%, 1 mm, aphyric
gray ba5alt, 2 em green clay at contaet5; 17, 90, 1"1
cm. 21 DIKE, aveolcular, aphyric, aphanitic dark
gray basalt; 10 em. 2<>3 = 70 degrees. 31 Oike, 2%
01 ivine microphenocryete, 2% plagiocloee lathe in a
dark gray diktytaxitic matrix; If,1 em. 3<>"1 = '18
degreeo. Secondory Minerology: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
CALCITE, OUARTZ CRYSTAL~ FE-SULFIDES: pyrite. XRO:
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
ROD
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
II DIKE, vesicular <1%, 1 mm; aphyric gray
diktytaxitic felds~athic basalt; 305 em. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11 DIKE, aphyric diktytaxitic dark gray basalt; 158
em. 1<>2 = 50 degrees. 21 Dike, avesicular, 2%
plagioclase laths in last 30 em, in a dark gray
diktytaxitic matrix; 97 em. 2<>3 = 35 degrees. 31
Pi I low Lav~ vesicular 15%, 1 mm; aphyric aphanitic
gray basalt, valcaniclastite at 2<>3; 30 em.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES.
11 DIKE, vesicular <1%, 1 m~ vesicles fil led with
quartz or black clay; aphyric gray b09alt become9
diktytoxitic feldspathic downward through box; 290
em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
II, 21, 'II, 5), 61, 7), 81, 91, 101, 111 PILLOl--l
LAVA, vesicular 15%, 1 mm with occasional pipe
vesicles at the bottom of larger units, 75% of smal I
vesicles fi I led with green clay. aphyric aphanitic
gray basa I t, 2 em green cloy at contacts; 20, 36.
18, 15, 56, 10, 27, '3, 13, 7 em. 3I Dike,
avesicular, aphyric, aphanitic dark gray basalt; 10
em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
CALCITE, QUARTZ CRYSTALS, EPIDOTE, FE-SULFIDES.
1) DIKE. avesicular. 3% 01 ivine microphenocrysts
altered to gray cloy in a dark gray diktytaxitic
matrix; 13"1 em. 1<>2 = 75 degrees. 21, 11, 61, 71,
8) Pi I Iow Lava, I i tho logy as in un i t 1 above; 50,
2'1. 28. 17. 19 em. 2<>3 = '10 degrees. 3). 5) Dike.
avesicular, <1% plagioclase blades and laths in a
dark gray aphanitic matrix; 7, 15 em. 3<>1 = 10
degrees. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
CALCITE. QUARTZ CRYSTAL~ FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11, 21, 31, ~I PILLO~ LAVA, 50% of vesicles fi I led
with green clay, I ithalagy a9 in unit 1 abave. No
measures given. 5I Dike, aves icu lor, aphyr ic,
aphanitic gray basalt. 1<>5 = 50 degrees. No measure
given. Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE, OUARTZ,
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11, 21, 31, ~I, 51, 61, 71 PILLOW LAVA, I itholagy os
in un it 1 above; 19. 115. 16. 15. 23. 65. 53 em.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
QUARTZ CRYSTALS FE-SULFIDES: rite.
Lithology
II, 3), 'II Pi 11m.. Lava, 75% of vesicles fi lied with
green cloy, I ithalagy as in unit 3 above; 31, Z3, 5'3
em. 1<>2 = 55 degrees. 21 Dike, avesicular, aphyric
aphanitic dark gray basalt; 5 em. 2<>3 = 55 degrees.
51 DIKE, avesicular, aph~ric diktytaxitic dark gray
basalt; 176 em. '1<>5 = 60 degrees. Secondary
~~~~~~;Li Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE, FE-SULFIDES.
II DIKE, 0-5% vesicular, ophyric, feldspathic to
diktytaxitic gray basalt. Possible off set on
fracture; 88 em. 21 Dike, avesicular, <1% 01 ivine
phenocrysts in a dark gray aphanitic ta feldspathic
graundmass; 115 em. Intrudes dike 1 and pi I low 3.
31, 'II, 51 Pi I low Lava, 5-10t vesicles, <It 01 ivine
phenocrysts in a I ight gray feldspathic diktytaxitic
groundmass; 1'1, '17, 26 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, QUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES.
II Pi I low Lava. I ithalagy as in unit 1 above; 26 em.
1<>2 • 80 degrees. 21 DIKE, avesicular, aphyric at
contact, becomes 3% 01 ivine micraphenacrysts altered
to gray cloy lost 60 em of box, diktytaxitic dark
~~~~~~~ gray basalt; 279 em. Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE.
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, QUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES.
ROD
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11, 31, "II, 51, 71 PILLOW LAVA, vesicular 15%, 1 mm
ot top ovesicular at bottom; aphyric sl ightly
diktytaxitic gray basalt; ~, 31;, 18, 7, 18~ em. ZI,
G) Hyaloclast.te, pi I low clasts in gray clay or
calcite: 1~, 13 em. Secondory Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE, DUARTZ CRYSTAL~
fE-SULfIDES: pyrite.
II HYALOCLASTITE, pi I low clasts with I ithology os
below alternating with fine grained hyaloclastite,
calcite cement for some bands; 10Z em. ZI, 31 Pi I law
Lava, Z% 01 ivine microphenocrysts altered to black
clay, Z% plagioclase laths in a gray aphanitic
matrix somewhot altered to smectite; 137, 3"1 em. "II
Dike. avesiculor, 5% plagioclase laths in a dark
gray aphanitic matrix; 17 em. 3<>"1 = 55 degrees.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE.
fE-SULfIDES: pyrite.
11, 21, 31, "II PILLOW LAVA, I ithology os in unit 1
obove; 113, "19, 96, 7 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE, ZEOLITES: analcime (7),
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, EPIDOTE (71,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE. XRD: gypsum/anhydrite.
11, 2), 31. "II, 51, 6J PILLOW LAVA. vesicular 15%, 1
mm; aphyric. aphanitic gray basalt, 2 em green cloy
ot contacts; 12, 30, 31, £'7, 57, 112 em. Secondory
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
1), 21, 31. "IJ. 51. 6J PILLOW LAVA. vesicular 3-5%.
<1% 01 ivine microphenocrysts altered ta clay in a
I ight gray feldspathic matrix. clay at contacts; 20.
3~. 61, 3~ "1"1. 25 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES:
pyr ite, EPIDOTE, CALCITE, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE,
XRD: gypsum/anhydrite.
11 DIKE, 3% 01 ivine phenocrysts, 2% 01 ivine-
plagioclose intergroHths, and 7% plogioclase loths,
some altered to black clay, in a I ight gray
feldspothie matrix; 80 em. 21 Pi I low Lov~ 3-5%
vesicles. < 1% 01 ivine phenocrysts, Z% plagioclose
microphenocrysts, in a gray feldspathic matrix; ~O
em. 31, 51 Hyaloclastite, pi Ilow clasts, lithology
as in un it Z, in green clay, non-crysta I line
carbonates interbedded; 31, 55 em. ~I
Volcaniclostite. bedded and altered to green cloy; 7
em. 61 Dike. vesicular 1%, <1 mm; <1% 01 ivine
phenocrysts and plagioclase laths in a matrix
altered to black clay; 6"1 em. Secondary Minerology:
MECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE, DUARTZ CRYSTALS,
E-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11. 31, "II. 51 PILLOW LAVA. vesicular 1-5%. <1%
altered 01 ivine phenocrysts in a I ight gray
feldspathic matrix; 116, 26. 20, 50 em. 2) Pi I low
Lava breccia, pi I low clasts altered to green cloys;
28 em. 6) Hyaloelostite, dork groy cloy with gloss
shords altering to clays; 30 em. Secondory
Minerology: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS,
CALCITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.





Site 2 Elevation 280 ft
Lithology
11 DIKE, I ithology os in unit 6 obove; 273 em. 21
Dike, ovesiculor, ophyric dork gray bosalt; 1 em.
econdory Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES.
11 DIKE, I itholagy as in unit 6 above; Z~~ em. l<>Z
• &0 degrees. ZI Pi I low Lova, avesicular, 3%
J~~~~~~~~' plagioclose laths in a dark gray aphanitic matrix;
1 green clay and angular pi I low rubble fi I led with
calcite cement at contact; 30 cm. Secondary
ineralogy: CALCITE. OUARTZ CRYSTALS, fE-SULfIDES.
ROD
11. 21, 31. "I), 5) PILLOW LAVA. 3% vesicles. <1%
01 ivine phenocrysts and 2% plogioclase laths in a
gray feldspathic motrix; 10, 32, 60, 2~, 155 em.
Secondory Mineralogy: CALCITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS,
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
11 DIKE, ~ee next poge for unit de~cription.
11 Dike, «1% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
microphenocrysts in a groy aphanitic groundmoss; 99
em. 21, 3), "I) PILLOW LAVA, mierove~ieular 1%, <1
mm; <lX 01 ivine phenoeryete and miero~henoeryete in
a gray feldspathic graundmass; 11, 135, '10 cm .
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
AMORPHOUS SILICA, OUARTZ CRYSTALS,
and FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
II DIKE, <1% vesicles, <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts ond
microphenocrysts in a I ight gray microcrystal line
diktytaxitie groundma~~; 286 em. Secandar~
Mineralogy: SHECTITE-CHLORITE, QUARTZ CRYSTALS, and
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
II, 21 DIKE, avesicular, «1% plogioclase blodes ond
lath~ in a gray ~I ightly diktytaxltie matrix; "I~
22"1 em. 102 = 50 aegreee. 3) Dike.
microvesicular, «1%, <1 mm; ophyric groy 51 ightly
diktytoxitic basalt; 60 cm. 2<>3 = 35 degrees.
Secondary Minerology: OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
11 DIKE, lithology ae in unit 3 obove; 2'30 em.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS.
1) Hyalocla~tite, I ithology a~ in unit 3 above; "13
em. 21 PILLOW LAV~ mieroveeieular IX. 1 mm; aphyrie
aphanitic gray baoalt. Loot 180 cm of unit io
avesicular; 231 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, fE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
11 PILLOW LAVA (dike?), oveeieular. «lX
01 ivine phenocrysts and microphenocrysts in a light
gray felcspathic diktytaxitic groundmass; 176 cm,
21, 31 Dike, den~e, ave~ieulor, «IX 01 ivine
phenoeryete and mierophenoeryete in a I ight gray
aphanitic ta feldopathic graundmaoo; 11, 110 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
1) PILLOW LAVA, I ithology o~ in unit 2 obove; 305
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
II PILLOW LAVA, I ithology o~ in unit 1 obove; 198
em. 21 Pi Ilow Lava, 1ithology ae in unit 1 obove
except 75% of microvesicles are fi I led with white
cloy; 36 cm. 3) Dike, ovesiculor, ophyric very dork
groy ~I ightly diktytoxitie bo~olt; "10 em .. 2<>3 = "10
aegreee. Seeondar~ Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORIT~
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite. XRD:
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in unit 2 above; 17"1
em. 2) Dike, ove~ieular, 1-3% plogioelo~e
microlatho in a feldopathic ta aphanitic groundmaoo;
23 cm. 3) Hyaloclastite, supporting large ("1-7 cm)
angulor pi I low clasts with I ithology os in unit 1;
9"1 em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
II, 2), 31, '11 PILLOW LAVA, 1ithology ae in unit 1
abave; 178, 18, "11, '16 cm. Contacts overage 2 cm
fine grained valcaniclastite oltered ta dark green
cloy. Secondary Minerology: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
QUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
II PILLOW LAV~ mierove~ieulor 1%, <1 mm; <1%
01 ivine phenoeryete and mierophenoeryet~ <IX
plogioclaoe micraphenacryoto in a medium gray
feldspathic grouncmass, highly oltered to black
elay~; 289 em. Secondary Minerology:
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
11 DIKE, avesicular aphyric very sl ightly
diktytaxitic I ight gray basalt; 305 cm. Secondary
Mineralag~: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, ~UARTZ CRYSTALS
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite. '
1) DIKE, ovesicular, aphyric, aphanitic I ight gray
basalt; 81 cm .. 21 Dike, avesicular. «1%
plagioclase laths in a I ight gray aphanitic matrix;
209 em. 1()2 • .qO degrees. Secondary Mineralogt:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES:
pyrite.
11 DIKE, ovesicular, <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts
and plagioclase latho in a I ight gray Feldspathic
groundmass; 281 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, AMORPHOUS SILICA,
QUARTZ CRYSTAL~ FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
1), 21, 31, 41, 51, 6), 71 PILLOW LAVA, I itholagy as
in unit 2 above; 3, 26, 32, 31, 29, lSD, 12 cm
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
~UARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
1) DIKE, avesicular, «1X altered 01 ivine
phenocrysts in a I ight gray feldspathic groundmoss;
2'18 cm. 21 Pi I laH Lava, aphyric, 1-3% vesicles
fi I led Hith 5mectite in a gray aphanitic to
Feldspathic graundmas6; 32 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE and FE-SULFIDES:
r'
1), 3), 51, 6) DIKE. ave6icular aphyric aphanitic
I ight gray basalt; 8~ ~~, ~O, 80 cm. 3<>~ = 0, 4<>5
= '10, 5<>6 = 70 degrees. 21, '11 Hyaloclastite,
5mal I cla5t5 Hith lithology as in unit 1 in gray
clay; 52, 3 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE, QUARTZ CRYSTAL~
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite altered red.
11 DIKE, <1% vesicles, «1% 01 ivine phenocrysts in a
I ight gray micracry5tal line diktytaxitic graundma5s;
290 em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, and FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
11. 31 DIKE, (1X vesicles; «1X 01 ivine phenocrysts
in a I ight gray feldopathic graundmass; 1&1, 71 em.
21 Pi I IOH Lava, 1-3% vesicles, 1% 01 ivine
phenocrysts in a dark gray altered groundmass; '11
em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
AMORPHOUS SILICA, ~UARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES:
pyrite, and GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE .
11, 51 PILLOW LAVA, avesicular, ophyric, aphanitic
gray ba5alt; £>9. 90 em. 2) Hyalocla5tite. 5mal I (1
em) clast6 Hith lithology a6 above in green cloy;
102 em. 31, 41 Dike, ovesiculor, «1% plagioclase
blades and laths in a dork gray aphanitic matrix;
9~ 10 em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
~UARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, EPIDOTE.
11, 31, 41, 51, 61, 71 PILLOW LAVA, 1% vesicles
f i I led Hi th smect ite, ina light gray, aphon itic,
altered groundmass; 27, 90, 26. 9~ 20. 20 cm.






























§~I•.·.·.: 11, 31, 51 Pi 110101 Lava, 3% vesicles, aphyric gray
~~v Feldspathic basalt altering ta smectite; 51, &2, 80
~ 1/ .... .. cm. 2), .q) DIKE, aves icu Iar, <iX a I ivine phenacrysts
~I/ .. . ... altering ta clays in a medium gray aphanitic matrix;
~ 1/ "'~. '.' '11, 151 cm. Secondary Mi nero logy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
Descriptions
II Pi Ilow Lava, I ithalagy as in unit 2 abave; 23 em.
21, 31, 11, 61, ~I VOLCANICLASTIC~ bedded, altered
to green clay; 13, 37, 1E., 2S, 27 cm. 51, 81, 111
Pi 110~ Lava, 15X altered al ivine phenocry~t~ in a
blue-black matrix; 23, ZZ, 13 em. Unit 5 offset. 71
Carbonate mud and valcaniclostite sand; 130 em. 101
Dike, <1% 01 ivine phenocrysts and ~Iagiaclose laths
in a I ight gray aphanitic matrix; 7'1 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORIT~ AMORPHOUS SILIC~
UARTZ CRYSTALS.
1J PILLOlJ LAVA, ves icu Ior lS%, 1 mm; grades to
avesicular aphanitic I ight gray basalt, black clasts
with white rims in green clay at contact; 100 cm.
21 Pi I law Lava, aphyric I ight gray aphanitic ta
diktytoxitic basalt; 17'1 cm. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCIT~ OUARTZ CRYSTAL~
E-SULFIDES: yrlte altered red.
11 Pi I low Lav~ aphyric aphanitic gray basalt; 61
cm. 21 DIKE, aphyric diktytaxitic gray basalt; 180
cm. 2<>3 = 0 degrees. 31 Dik~ S% plagioclase laths
in a dark gray aphanitic matrix; 80 em. 3<>'1 = '15.
degrees. '11 Pi Ilaw Lava," lithology 06 in unit 1,
fractured to rubble and altering to smectite; 10 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCIT~
QUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDE~ GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11 DIKE, lX 01 ivine phenocrysts and 5X plagioclase
lotho altering to clay in 0 dark groy matrix; 289
em. Secondary Mineralogy: DUARTZ CRYSTAL~
MECTITE-CHLORITE, ZEOLITES: analcime.
11 PILLOt-l LAVA, I ithalogy as in unit 2 above; 38 cm.
ZI Pi Ilo~ Lava, 5% 01 iVlne phenocry~t~ altered to
black cloy in an aphanitic gray motrix; 8'1 cm. 3),
11, SI Pi I low Lava, 1% 01 iVlne phenocrysts altered
as in unit 2, in a diktytaxitic matrix; 3D, '10, 25
cm. G) Pi I 101--1 Lava, I ithology as in unit 2 above; '17
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
E-SULfIDES: pyrite, GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
II Dike, I ithology as in unit 5 obove; 59 cm. 21,
11, 61, 71, 81 PILLOt-l LAV~ I ithology as in unit 2
above; 18, 18, 52, 79, 2E. cm. 31, 51 Carbonate,
mixed I--lith valcaniclastite sand;·~ 12 cm. Secondary
inerology' SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 DIKE, I ithalogy as in unit 8 above; 7~ em.
1<>2 = 80 degrees. 21 Pi I low Lav~ I ithal09Y as in
unit 2 above but lOX 01 ivine; '13 cm. 31 PI I 101--1 Lava,
lithology 00 in unit 2 above but 20% 01 ivine; G8 cm.
11 Pi Ilow Lava, 1ithology as in unit 2 above; 26 em.
SJ Dike, <1% plagioclase laths in a gray aphanitic to
dik1ytaxitic matrix, last 30 cm altered to clay and
01 ivine phenocryoto vioible; 80 em. '1<>5 • 50 degreeo
econdary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA see next a e for unit descri tion.
11 PILLOW LAV~ <lX plagiocla~e lath~ in a light
groy diktytaxitic matri~ cloy ot contacts a5 abave;
111 cm. 21 Pi I law Lav~ vesicular S~ <1 mm, 100%
fi I led with green cloy; ophyric aphonitic I ight gray
basalt; 88 cm. 3), '11 Pi 1101--1 Lava, aptlyric,
ophanitic gray basalt; 1~ 17 cm. 51 Pi I low Lav~
vesicular lS%, I ithology as in unit 2; 11 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, massive
ALCITE, OUARTZ CRYSTAL~ FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
II, 21, 31, '11, 51, Gl PILLOW LAVA, Iithology as in
un i1 2 above; GO, 1'1, 92, 51, '11, 1'1 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
21 DIKE, see previous poge for unit description.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE,
ZEOLITES, OUARTZ CRYSTAL~ FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
PIDOTE, GYPSUM/ANHYDRIT~ albite 171 or adularia.
Lithology
11 Dike, I ithology as in unit 10 obove; 3 em. 1<>2 =
oS degrees. 21, 31, SI, 01 PILLOt-l LAVA, 30% 01 ivine
l/,~//////~'/,~/_~\ phenocrysts altered to white cloy in a dark gray
matrix altered to ~mectite; '1~ 2~ b2, 11 em. '1),
71 Hyaloclostite, oltere~ ealcoreou~ 2 em clasts
near contacts; 1~ 8 cm. 81 Dik~ 10% plogioclose
laths in a gray aphanitic matrix; 97 em. Secondary
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
Descriptions
"ll, 51 PILLOW LAVA, picritic,
avesiculor. 30X 01 ivine phenocrysts "crazed" white.
20% 01 ivine phenocryoto altered to oerpentine in a
dark gray matrix altered ta smectite; l~ 112, 23,
~ 61, II, 1~ 77 cm. Pi I low contacts show smal I II
mmJ green clasts at pi I low margins but change
abruptly to fine grained white calcareouo material
which fi I Is vaids between pi I lows. Secandary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
II, 31, 41, 51, 61 PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in unit
1 above; 6~ 20, 10~ 80, 10 cm. 21 Dike, <1%
01 ivine microphenocrysts and <IX plagioclase
microlotho in a I ight gray aphanitic groundmaoo; 14
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: CALCITE,
GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
11 Pi Ilow Lava, I ithology as in unit 1 obave; 17,
9~ 5 cm. Contact 1<>2 IS fine grained blue green
material, 2<>3 is reddish gray. 2) Pi I low Lav~
I ithology os in unit 1 above; 94 cm. 31 Pi Ilow Lava,
I ithology as in unit 1 above; 5 cm. 11 DIKE,
ovesiculor ophyric aphanitic I ight gray basalt first
3 cm., changes to lOX 01 ivine phenocrysts altered to
black clay In a powdery gray matrix campletely
altered to smectite; 189 cm. Secondary Mineralagy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 DIKE, ovesicular, 20% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
microphenocrysts altered to block cloy in a powdery
gray matrix completely altered ta smectite; 150 cm.
1<>2 = 55 degrees 2) Dike, avesicular, aphyric
sl ightly diktytaxitic I ight gray basalt; 79 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
E-SULFIDES: pyrite. XRD: GYPSUM/ANHYDRITE.
II DIKE, I ithology as in unit 2 above; 130 cm. 1<>2
= 85 degrees. 21 Dike, ovesicular, 3% 01 ivine
phenocrysts, unaltered, 2% plagiaclase laths in a
diktytaxitic matrix; 175 cm. Secandary Mineralogy:
FE-SULFIOES: pyrite.
11 DIKE, I ithology as in unit 2 above; 305 cm.
Secondory MineroTagy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
II DIKE, avesicular, 3% plagioclase laths, in a
I ight gray diktytaxitic to aphonitic matrix; "l6 cm ..
1<>2 = 60 degree5. 2) Dike. ave5icular, <IX 01 ivine
phenocrysts In a I ight gray diktytaxitic matrix; 259
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: none.
1) DIKE, aveoicular, IX al ivine phenocryoto altered
ta wh ite and green clays or plucked, ina light groy
microcrystal line feldspothic to diktytoxitic
groundmass; 225 cm. 21 Pi IloH Lava (7), picritic.
20X 01 ivine phenocryoto oltering to green cloy in on
altered splotchy gray matrix; "lO cm. Secandory
minerols: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, and
SI1ECTITE-CHLORITE.
II, 31, 51 Pi I low Lav~ Iithalog~ as in unit 2
above; 33. 9, 7 cm. 2). "II, &) DIKE. avesiculor,
aphyric, ophonitic gray baoalt; 9, 2"1, 108 cm. 1<>2
= 15, 5<>6 = 8 degrees. Secondory Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES:
pyrrhot i te (71.
II, 31 DIKE, aveoiculor, «IX 01 ivine phenocryoto
oltering to cloys in a gray feldspathic graundrnoss;
202, 68 cm. Intrudes dike 2. 21 Dike, 1% vesicles
ri I led with smectite, «1% al ivine microphenacrysts
in a gray aphanitic groundmass; 18 em. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, AMORPHOUS SILICA,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES, pyrite and
rrhatite.
1) DIKE, see next page far unit desctiption.
Secondary Mineralogy: QUARTZ CRYSTAL~ FE-SULFIDES:
pyrite.
Descriptions
CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
1I PILLOlJ LAVA, pier itic, 30% 0 I ivine phenocrysts
and microphenocryst5 "crazed" white with black
aureo Ies, up to 1.6 cm diameter, ina gray-green
matrix oltered ta smectite; 271 em. Secondary
Minerology: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
II DIKE, avesicular. aphyric except lost 60 em. of
unit shows smal I (1 mml vaids which may be plucked
microphenocrysts, aphanitic I ight gray basalt; 305
m. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
ALCITE. FE-SULFIDES: pyrite and pyrrhotite.
II, 21 PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in unit 20bove, 1
cm green cloy at contact; 138, 152 em. Secondary
ineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 PILLOW LAVA, picritic, 30% 01 ivine phenocrysts
altered to black cloy in a dark gray matrix altered
to omectite. Box may contain more than one pi I10H
unit but is tao altered to see contacts; 305 cm.
Secondory Minerology' SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
Lithology
II, 2) Dike, avesiculor. «IX 01 ivine
microphenocrysts altering to clays in a gray
+;~~~~~~~ diktytaxitic groundmass; ~2, 30 cm. 31 PILLOW L~V~,
highly altered, 5-7X 01 ivine phenocrysts altering ta
dork cloys in a gray groundmass; 165 em. Secondory
Hineralogy: FE-SOLFIDES: pyrite, pyrrhotite,
SMECTITE-CHLORITE. XRO: random interstratified
trioctal smectite-chlorite (80% chlorite).
1) PILLOW LAVA, I ithalogy ao in unit 2 above. Voido
~==~~~~~~lpresent appear to be vesicles, not plucked
henocrysts; 27~ cm. Secondary Minerology:
MECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 DIKE, avesicular, 1% 01 ivine phenocrysts altering
to dark clays, <1X 01 ivine-plagioclase intergrowths.
3-5X plagioclase laths altering to cloys in a medium
gray Feldspathic groundmass; 218 cm. 21 Pi I low
Lava, highly fractured, 5X 01 ivine phenocrysts
replaced by smectite in a pole gray aphanitic to
feldspathic graundmass; ~1 em. 3J Dike. <IX
01 ivine microphenocryoto, <IX plagioclaoe laths and
microphenocrysts in a gray aphanitic groundmass; 21
em. Secondary Mineralogy: OUARTZ CRYSTALS,
f~~~~~~\ MECTITE-CHLORITE. ZEOLITES, FE-SULFIDES: pyr ite,yrrhotite. XRD: low quartz + IOH albite + 7.
~~~~~~~~~\1) Oike, avesiculor, 5% 01 ivine phenocrysts altered
~ to green cloy in a gray diktytaxitic matrix; 101 cm.
21, ~I PILLOW LAVA, picritic, 20% 01 ivine
phenocrysts and microphenocrysts "crazed" white ar
ir idescent, ina dark gray matr ix a Itered to
smectite. Dark veins of matrix outl ining 01 ivine
aggregates give the un ita "f ishnet" appearance; 85,
102 cm. 31 Si I I. I itho logy as in un it L 2 cm.
~~~~~~~\ econdory Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
MECTITE-CHLORITE.
1), 31 Pi I low Lav~ picritic, avesiculor, 20%
~~~~~~r7i ~I ivine phenocrysts altered to dark gray green. cloy
In a matrix which degenerates to powdery smectite;
56, 17 cm. 1<>2 = 50, 2<>3 = 7Q degrees. 2) DIKE,
-¥' /' / /' / " /." /./// /Jl aves icu Ior, aphyr ic slight Iy diktytax itic light gray
basalt; 132 em. ~l Dike, avesicular, 15% plagioclase
laths in a dark gray aphanitic matrix; 5~ em. Bottom
dip· 60 degreeo. Secondary Hineralogy:




11, 31 DIKE, avesicular, aphyric, sl ightly
diktytaxitic gray basalt; 13. 15~ em. 1<>Z = ~Q
2<>3 • 60 degreeo. 2) Pi I laH Lava, picriti~
avesicular, 20X 01 ivine phenocrysts "crazed" white,
~~~~~~~~l\ in a reddish gray matrix altered ta smectite; 107
~ em. Secondary Mineralogy: QUARTZ CRYSTALS,
E-SULFIDES: pyrite.
U-Cf.l .~.t!.
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CATALOG OF SOH 2 CORE
1) DIKE, <1% vesicle~ <1% 01 ivine microphenocrysts
in 0 groy feldspothic groundmoss; 291 cm. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CALORITE, green fibrous
ZEOLITES: neol ite (71, AMORPHOUS SILICA (71,
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, EPIDOT~ OU~RTZ CRYST~LS.
11 PILLOW LAV~ picritic, 10-20% 01 ivine phenocrysts
and micraphenacrysts replaced by clays in an altered
groy green groundmooo; 292 cm. Secandory
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
1) DIKE, <lX 01 ivine microphenocrysts altering to
cloy in a gray diktytaxitie groundmass; 2~9 em.
Secondory Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE,
and FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
1) DIKE, avesicular, aphyric, diktytaxitic light
gray basalt. Unit becames aphanitic last 30 c~
probobly getting clooe to a contact; 290 cm.
Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE, C~LCITE,
abundont FE-SULFIDES: pyrite altering ta rust.
II DIKE, oparoely veoicular, lX, 5 mm; veoicleo
fi I led or I ined with quartz crystals, aphyrie
diktytoxitie gray basalt; 305 em. Secondary
Mineralogy: S~ECTITE-CHLoRITE, white fibrous
ZEOLITES: natral ite (71, QUARTZ CRYSTAL~ abundant
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite altering to rust.
1) DIKE, very sparsely vesicular «1%, 3 mm. first
120 em of unit grades to avesicular; aphyric
diktytoxitic feldspathic basalt; 290 cm. Secondory
Mineralogy: OU~RTZ CRYST~LS.
1) Dike, micravesicular <1%, <1 mm; 1% 01 ivine
microphenocrysts, altered black, 3X plagioclase
laths, most in bottom 10 cm of unit in a diktytoxitic
dark gray motrix; 128 cm. 1<>2 = ~O degrees. 21
PILLOW LAVA, picritic, 20% 01 ivine phenocrysts
a I tered block, ina dark gray matr i x comp Iete Iy
altered to smectite; 158 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
11 PILLOW LAV~ 5-7X 01 ivine phenocrysts and
microphenoerysts )50% a I tered to po Ie green cloys,
approx imate I y 10-20% plucked, ina gray green matr ix
altered to cloy; 228 em. Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE. XRD: i I I ita-smectite (70~ i I I ita!.
corrensite ar Riehl/vermicul ite.
Lithology
11 Pi I low Lava, I ithalogy as in unit 1 above; 102
cm. 2) DIKE, avesieular, «1% 01 ivine
micraphenocrysts altering to clays in a gray
aphanitic graundmass; 1~2 em. Secandary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CALORITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, EPIDOTE, and
./"./,'/~,./////./I\ZEOLITES: mesolite [11. XRD: pyrite + albite +
OUARTZ CRYSTALS (71.
1) Dike, «lX al ivine microphenocrysts, «IX
plagioclase microphenacrysts in a I ight gray
aphanitic groundmoss; 7 em. 2) PILLOW L~V~, 3%
vesicles fl I led with smectite, 7-15X 01 ivine
phenocrysts and micraphenocrysts altering t~ .
omectlte or oerpentlne In a dork gray apnanltlc
groundmass oltered ta clay; 252 em. Seeondory
Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES. SMECTITE-CHLORITE, CALCITE.
1) Pi I low Lov~ pieriti~ 30% 01 ivine phenocrysts
and micraphenacrysts altered block in a dark groy
altered matrix fractured to rubble; ~5 cm. 21 DIKE,
microvesicular <lX, <1 nlm, <lX 01 ivine micro-
phenocrysts altered black. <1% plagioclose laths in
~====~~~==~ a I ight gray diktxtoxitic matrix; 229 em. Secondary
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
ROO
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1) PILLOW LAVA, picritic, 20% 01 ivine phenocry"t"
ond microphenocry"t" altered to black iride"cence in
a gray to ~ray green matrix altered to "mectite; 290
cm. No vi",ble contact". Secondary Mineralogy:
SMECTITE-CHLORITE, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
II PILLOW LAV~ I ithology a" in unit 1 above; 305
cm. Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite,
CALCITE.
II DIKE, microve"icular IX, 1 mm; ve"icle" fi I led
with quortz cry"tal", aphyric diktytaxitic gray
bosalt groding to avesicular at contact; 182 cm. 2),
3) Pi I low Lava, picritic, 15% 01 ivine phenocrysts
a Itered block, ina light pink ish gray matr i x
altered to smectit~ 3 em green cloy at contact; 67,
30 em. Secondary Mineralogy: QUARTZ CRYSTALS,
SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
II PILLOW LAVA, I ithology a" in unit 1 above; 201
cm. 1()2 • 65 degree". 21 Dike, ave"icular, ophyric
diktytaxitic I ight gray ba"alt; 8'3 em. Secondory
Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
1) PILLOW LAVA, plcritlc, 3-5% vesicles fi I led With
1), 3) Pi Ilow Lava, I ithology as in unit 1 above;
36, 1 cm. 21 DIKE, highly fractured, <1% 01 ivine
phenocrysts and micrapnenocrysts altered to cloy or
plucked in a gray 51 ightly diktytaxitic graundma55;
191 em. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CRLORITE and
FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
1) DIKE, vesicular <lX, 1 mm; <1% 01 ivine
phenocrysts, plagioclase laths, ond
01 iv ine-p Iog ioc lose intergrowths, ina light gray
microcrystoll ine feldspathic groundmoss; 273 cm.
Secondory Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE,
OUARTZ CRYSTALS, FE-SULFIDES: pyrite, ZEOLITES.
1) PILLOW LAVA, I ithology as in unit 1 above; 305
em. Secondary Mineralogy: FE-SULFIDES: pyrite.
II PILLOW LAVA, I i"thology os in unit 1 obove. Voids
on borrel of core oppeor to be plucked phenocrysts;
~ 211 cm. Secondary Mineralogy: SMECTITE-CHLORITE.
1 I PILLOIJ LAVA, pi cr itic, ves icu Ior 20%, 1 mm,
vesicles are open in top 180 cm of unit, fi I led with
block cloy below this, 20% 01 ivine phenocrysts and
microphenocrysts ore altered block in open vesicle
portio~ crazed white where vesicles are fi I led with
block cloy, 01 I in a gray aphanitic matrix altered
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